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Abstract 
Experimental studies of a.ir entra.inrnent by breaking waves a.re essential for advancing the 
understanding of these flows a.nd crea ting valid models . T he present study used three-
dimensional simulations of a. bow wave to examine its a.ir entrainment process. The sim-
ulated waves were created by a. deflecting plate mounted a.t an angle in a. super-critical 
free surface flow . Since the a.ir ent rainment process is closely coupled with breaking wave 
dynamics, t he present study included both air ent rainment and free surface meas urements. 
Measurements of t he free surface were obtained from t he simulated bow waves a.t two 
scales, a.nd a lso from the bow wave created by a. towed wedge model. Contact line a.nd bow 
wave profile measurements for t he different experiments were compared , demonstrating t he 
similarity of the experimental simulations to the towed model experiments. The plunging 
wave jet shape was measured in the larger scale stationary model and towed model experi-
ments and used to calculate jet thickness, velocity, and impingement angle. The bow wave 
profile d ata from the towed model experiments were used to investigate t he scaling of the 
wave with the flow a.nd geometric parameters. Surface disturbances were observed on the 
plunging wave face, and their wavelength, frequency, a nd velocity were meas ured. 
The primary mechanisms for a.ir e nt ra inment were the impact of the plunging wave 
jet a.nd individual droplets in t he splash region on the free surface. The a.ir entrainment 
process was observed in the la rger scale stationary model experiments, a.nd t he a.ir bubbles 
were entrained in spatially periodic bubble clouds. Due to t he shallow dept h in t hese 
experiments, measurements of only t he larger bubbles in the initial stages of air entrainment 
were obtained. An impedance based void fraction meter, developed specifically for t he 
purpose , was used to measure void fractions and bubble size distributions beneath the 
wave. The bubble cloud size a.nd void fraction increased •vith downstream distance. 
T here were indications that t he s urface disturbances control the periodicity of t he bubble 
clouds. Namely, the surface disturbances divide the plunging liquid jet sheet into a series 
of plunging wave jets, each ent raining ai r into a separate bubble cloud beneath t he free 
surface. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Air entrainment by breaking waves has been an active area of research for ma ny years 
because of its important role in chemical, biological, and physical processes which occur 
at the air-water interface . Since over 70% of the earth 's s urface is covered by water , these 
processes occur on a large scale. In the oceans, white caps a re responsible for most of the 
air entrainment, and on average the world ocean white cap coverage is about 1% [3.5] . The 
air entrainment process dissipates surface wave energy. Lamarre and Melville [25] found 
that 40% of the total pre-brea king wave energy can be lost in breaking, and up to 50% 
of this energy loss is expended entraining air. In addition, the air ent rainment process 
enhances air-water gas excha nge [46]. Furthermore, t he air entrainment process a nd t he 
oscillations of both the individual bubbles a nd t he clouds of bubbles it creates are a source 
of u nderwa.ter sound . These bubbles a lso affect the propagation of unde rwater sound , and 
much of the early work in t his a rea. is summa rized in Kerman [22]. Finally, the bursting 
of t hese bubbles at t he air-water interface provides a mechanism for ejecting matter into 
the lower atmosphere such as salt nuclei [5] and bacteria [19, 4] . A description of recent 
contributions to t he knowledge of wave breaking and its role in air-sea interaction is found 
in Melville [33]. 
1.1 Motivation 
The motivation for studying air entrainment by bow waves comes from t he field of naval 
h~rclrod~rnamics . When a dis placement type s hip moves t hrough t he water , it typically 
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Destroyer W hi te-water VVaterline hull Midsection Velocity, Fr·oude No., 
ship wake length (ft) length (ft) draft, d (ft) U (ftjs) Uj ,jg(l 
1 3250 369 14.3 33.8 1.58 
2 2370 369 14.3 27.0 1.26 
3 4450 369 14.3 42.2 1.97 
4 2240 369 14.3 38.0 1.77 
.5 1800 369 14 .3 38.0 1.77 
6 1540 369 14 .3 38.0 1.77 
7 2310 369 14.3 38.0 1.77 
8 2280 369 14.3 38.0 1.77 
9 3760 400 14.0 42.2 1.99 
10 1730 369 14.3 38.8 1.77 
11 1.540 369 14.3 38.8 1.77 
12 3480 369 14.3 33.8 1.77 
Table 1.1 \i\Take lengths for destroyer ships traveling at typical speeds. 
Reproduced from Peltzer (1984) with the author 's permission. 
creates a white-water (foamy, aerated, turbulent water) wake. T he t hree main sources of 
air bubbles in these white-water wakes are: 
1. Bow wave breaking . 
2. Air entrainment into t he ship's t urbulent hull boundary layer at t he free surface. 
3. Vent ilat ion, racing , and cavitation caused by the rotation of the propeller. 
Other sources include: hull sla p in a. roug h seaway, wave slap against the hull , Kelvin wave 
breaking, a nd hull cavitation [40] . These bubbles can change pa rameters related to ship 
efficiency and performa nce such as tota l resistance a nd propeller effi ciency. One specific 
example is that bubbles in the near wake of the s hip a re often entrained into the flow 
a round t he propeller. These bubbles can be a. source of cavitation nuclei and increase the 
proba bili ty of cavitation , a. highly da maging phenome no n responsible for erosion of blade 
surfaces, noise, decreased performance, and induced vibrations . 
In recent .Years, a specific interest in these flows a rises from the need for signature 
estimation from white-water wakes created by destroyer ships, otherwise known as '·ships 
of o pport uni ty," in t he United St ates Navy. T he photographs in Figure 1.1 s how bow 
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(a) USS Barry (DDG52), christened 4/23/94. The hull length 
is 506 ft. , a nd the navigational draft is 32 ft . 
(b) USS Ramage (DDG61) , christened 
6/8/ 91. T h e hull length is 504 ft. , and t he 
n avigational draft. is 31 ft. 
Figure 1.1 Examples of bow waves crea ted by g uided missile d es troyer 
ships unde rway. Both photogra p hs are court esy of the U .S. Navy. 
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waves created by a DDG52 a nd a. DDG61 destroyer ship which are propelled by gas t urbine 
engines to s peeds over 30 knots (51 ft/s). The white-water wakes are also visible in these 
photographs, especially in Figure l.l( b). These bubbles, particularly the s maller (O(Itm)) 
diameter bubbles, and foam are rema rkably stable and can persist in the wake for long 
dista nces. Table 1.1 lists typical white-water wake lengths for destroyer ships measured 
from aerial photographs; in one case t he white water extended 0 .84 miles behind the ship! 
In addition to being visible to t he naked eye a nd in photographs, the white-water wakes 
can be detected by other methods as well, i.e., the foam, bubbles, and increased vorticity in 
the wake change the water's surface emissivity which can be detected by microwave radar , 
synthetic aperture radar , and infrared radiometry [40] . 
Despite the complexity of these flows, numerical models have been developed and com-
putations performed. Ca.rrica et a.!. [7] demonstrated that the bubbles introduced at the 
bow of the ship have significant effects on t he wake; however, this study and others lack an 
accurate model for the bow wave air entrainment process a nd use arbitrary bubble sources 
unrelated to the flow parameters. Increasing t he accuracy of these calculations depends 
on including accurate models for the bow wave air entrainment process (perhaps similar to 
Baldy's [1] model for bubbles created by wind waves), and experimental work is the key to 
developing them. 
1.2 Related studies 
There are no records in the literature of void fraction and bubble size distribution measure-
ments beneath breaking bow waves in t he field, probably because t his type of experiment 
would be exceedingly difficult and costly. T here have been , however, numerous studies 
which measure void fraction and bubble size distributions beneath other types of plunging 
breaking waves including white caps, and two-dimensional and three-dimensional plunging 
waves created in laboratory wave tanks. An early example of such a. study is Blancha rd 
a nd vVoodcock's [5] bubble size distribu t ions under white caps. Many of the more recent 
theoretical a nd experimental studies were motivat ed by the 1987 NATO Advanced Research 
·works hop on Sea. Surface Sound. Theoretical studies s uch as Prosperetti et a.!. [41] of the 
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a.coustic behavior of bubbles produced by breaking ocean waves resul ted 111 models req uir-
ing experimental validation, i.e .. t he acoustic behavior (sound speed) is di rectly related 
to t he void fraction which can be experimentally measured . Sets of void fraction mea-
s urements were made by Lamarre and Melville for two-dimensional plunging waves [25] , 
t hree-d imensional plunging waves [27], a nd white caps [26] using impedance-based void 
fr action instrumentation. One of t heir observations was t hat immediately after breaking 
a bubble cloud is created which can have a void fraction as hig h as 30- 40%. This cloud , 
prima rily comprised of la rge (O (mm)) bubbles, t hen degasses rapidly leaving behind a. dif-
fuse plume of microbubbles. Bubble production rates and size distribution measurements 
for t he la rger bubbles were made by Cipriano and Bla ncha rd [1.5] a nd Loewen et a!. [28] , 
among ot hers. Bubble populations in fresh and salt water were compa red in studies such 
as Cartmill a nd Su [8] a nd Loewen eta!. [28]. In general, bubble plumes in salt water con-
tained la rger quant it ies of bubbles a nd the bubbles were smaller in size whereas the plumes 
in fresh water contained fewer q ua ntities of bubbles which were larger in size because their 
s urface physical-chemical propert ies allow them to coalesce. The exact differences in the 
size dist ribu t ions seem to depend on experimental techniques. 
T he air ent rainment process for bow waves (continuously breaking plunging waves) is 
simila r to t hat for a n inclined pl unging jet in cross flow [13] . T here are numerous studies of 
air entrainment by plunging jets because of its wide spread applications; t hese studies have 
documented different air entra inment processes for plunging jets which have been shown 
to be dependent on various parameters including flow rate, jet s urface turbulence, and 
jet geometry. Van de Sande a nd Smit h [48] reported t hat high velocity jets (10-25 m/s ) 
entrained air by "dragging" their boundary layer in to t he receiving liquid pool, while low 
velocity (2- .5 m/s) j ets entrained air because t he receiving liquid cannot follovv undulatio ns 
o n t he jet s urface [49]. Sene (-!3] continued th is work. adding experi mental a nd t heoretical 
results for bot h planar and circula r jets at low and high velocit ies. McKeogh [31] defined 
a critical velocity for t he inceptio n of air entrainment, a nd later studied the effects of jet 
tu rbu lence levels [32]. Koga [23] a nd Detsch a nd Sha rma [18] measured the critical a ngle 
for t he inception of air entrainment. Bonetto a nd Lahey [6] were a mong t he first to map 
local void fraction a nd velocity fields beneath an axisymmetric plunging jet, and add it iona l 
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measurements were made a nd t heory developed for a. two-d imensional supported jet [16, 17]. 
A recent review by Bi1l. [3] discusses t hese stud ies and others concerning gas entrainment by 
plunging liquid jets. Cha nson and C ummings [12] use t he information from these works to 
predict quantity of a ir ent rained , bubble sizes, a nd bubble penetration depth for plunging 
breakers achieving good comparison with experimenta l field data. from other researchers. 
Lamarre a nd Melville [2.5] s howed tha.t the air entrainment process is closely coupled 
wit h the breaking wave dynamics, but virtually all of the investigations described above 
focus on "two-dimensional'' wave breaking a nd t here is little information on the highly 
t hree-dimensional processes which occur in a breaking bow wa.ve. T herefore, direct appli-
cation of t he resu lts from these stud ies to the bow wave air entrainment proble m would be 
inappropriate. 
1.3 Approach taken by this research 
The research described herein used a three-dimensional simulated bow wave to examine t he 
air entrainment process. The simulated bow wave was produced using a stationary deflecting 
plate in a s upercritical free s urface flow in a laboratory flume (recirculating free surface 
water channel). This stationary, simulated bow wave a llowed for detailed examination 
of the breaking process, and towing tank tests using simila r models a nd flow conditions 
confirmed t hat this was a valid simulation. 
These experimental simulations were conducted at two scales. T he initial studies focused 
on how t he bow wave cha nged with t he flow parameters and t he geometric para.meters, 
information which is a necessary prerequisite for understanding t he air entrainment process. 
F low visualization studies were performed a nd a n electronic point gage was used to study 
t he t hree-dimensional sha pe of t he bow waves a nd the ma nner in which they impinge t he 
free surface. 
Further studies examined t he air entra inment process. Bubble size d istributions a nd 
void fractio n were meas ured using high speed videos and an impedance based void fraction 
meter (IVFM) . Because of the limited depth in t he flume, only t he initial stages of a ir 
ent rainment were investigated. 
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1.4 Description of thesis contents 
The following chapters present a. study of t he bow wave breaking process and a study of 
the air entrained. A descriptio n of the experimental equipment is presented in Cha pter 
2. C hapter 3 contains two different theoretical analyses of the contact line of the bow 
wave on the hull s urface. E x perimental meas urements of the free s urface are presented 
a nd discussed in C ha pter 4. In C ha pter 5, the air ent rainment process is detailed a nd 
experimenta l measurements a re presented. In addit ion , the wave breaking process a nd the 
resul t ing bubble clouds are related . C ha pter 6 is a s ummary of t he work presented in th is 
t hesis a nd a. collection of ideas for fut ure work. 
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Chapter 2 
Experhnental Equipment 
This chapter presents a. description of the faci lities and the instrumentation used m the 
simulated bow wave experiments. 
2.1 Facilities 
2.1.1 40 m long flum.e 
The larger scale experiments were conducted in a. 40 m long tilting flume at a slope of 
one vertical to fifty horizontal. The flume is 109 em wide and 61 em deep with 1.3 em thick 
tempered glass side\valls and a stainless steel bottom plane to within ± 2.5 mm. It was 
filled with city tap water at about 23°C. A schematic is shown in Figure 2.1, and details 
are given in Vanoni et al. [50]. Flow rate, Q, is meas ured using a. venturi meter and the 
depth , d, is measured with a point gage. The maximum discharge is approximately 0.394 
*-------------------------------------- 40rn----------------------~ 
-------------- 24 rn --------------~. ¢=l S~lway ~:·an 
ill'· /f\ ~=· Q7 Main pivot 30 Hp pump 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of the 40 m flume, ,;v .M. Ked: Laboratory of 
Hydraulics and vVater Resources at Ca.ltech. 
Screen 
50 
-How 
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Figure 2.2 Upstream end of t he 40 m flume. 
m3 js. The mean velocity of t his flow, U, was calculated using U = QJA where A = 1.1· d 
m 2 • To create a s uper-crit ical flow, a 20.3 em hig h two-d imensional spillway section was 
installed at t he upstream end of t he flume, downstream of a 8.1 m long reservoir. It was 
made of epoxy painted wood and was secured to the flume bottom using two bolts . A seal 
was created between t he s pillway section and t he flum e bottom with a rubber gas ket, a nd 
a. seal was created between the spillway sectio n and the glass sidewalls using polyethylene 
caulking. Although t he reservoir provided a. settling region for the inflow which dissipated , 
t o some extent, the la rger scale t urbulence at t he flum e inlet , additional flow-smoot hing 
devices were installed . T hese included a. wire screen (3 mm square holes) a.nd a. ha nging 
steel reinforced lucite plate whose downstream edge was submerged a pproximately 5 em 
beneath the free surface. Figure 2.2 shows the location of t he flow smoothing devices a.nd 
t he spillway section. 
r 
Window 
1 
1.1 m 
Figure 2.3 Test sectio n in t he 40 m fl um e. 
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Figure 2.4 Photograph of the test section in t he 40 m flume vie·wed 
from upstream ; (J = 13.4°, qJ ~ 15°, U = 2.45 m/s, d = 11.45 em , and 
F = 2.31. 
The test section is located approximately 24 m (or over 200 depths for t he flows inves-
tigated) downstream of the spillway a nd is s hown in F igure 2.3. This location ensured a. 
fu lly developed flow a nd a lso gave the a ir bubbles ent ra ined in t he flow downstream of t he 
defl ecting plate t he maximum t ime to sett le out. The test section has a n 80.0 em wide, 
121 em long, and 2.5 em t hick glass window fi tted into the stainless steel bottom. Above 
t his window, a 75 em long by 50 em high lucite plate was mounted a.t a.n a ngle () to t he 
oncoming flow to s imulate a. wedge shaped hull with half a ngle B. T he dihedra l a ngle ,¢, t he 
a ngle between t he plate s urface a nd the undisturbed free s urface, could a lso be cha nged . 
The plate 's leading edge was m achined to a sharp edge and displaced 12 em from t he glass 
flum e sidewall to reduce the effect of t he boundar~' layer o n t he wall of t he flume . A steady 
breaking wave, s imilar to t hat observed a t t he bow of a ship, is c reated as t he flow rides 
up on t he pla te as show n in F ig ure 2.4. T he fl ow could a lso be observed t hrough t he glass 
~--------42cm------------~ 
f Deflector plate 
12 em 
i '----~------11~ 
Nylon screw 
Lead weight 
(a) Fron t view. 
12 
Deflector 
plate 
Support 
plate 
Support plate 
Nylon screw 
Flume bottom 
(b ) Side view. 
Figure 2.5 Deflector plate used in the 2.6 m flume experiments. 
s idewalls of t he flum e and from below through t he glass window mounted in t he bottom . A 
mirror was supported at a n angle of 45° beneath t he flu me to facilitate t hese o bservations . 
2.1.2 2.6 m long flume 
Sma ller scale experiments were conducted in a recirculating glass bott om t ilt ing flume 265 
em long, 45 .9 em wide, and 12.7 em deep. T il t ing the flu me achieved a. more uniform flow 
through the test section. It was filled wit h city tap water at a bout 23°C, a nd t he flow was 
adjusted using both a. flow cont rol valve downstream of t he pump a nd a fl ap nozzle located 
at t he ent ra nce to t he cha nnel. For t hese experiments, s uper-crit ical flows a pproximately 1 
em deep were creat ed. A mercury /water ma nometer connected to a standa rd orifice meter 
was used to determine t he flow rate, Q (maximum about 0.01 m3 js). It was connected to 
a n orifice meter , was read to ± 1 em mercury, and t he reading converted to flow rate using 
its calibration g ra ph . Upstream of t he test section , the dept h, d , was measured at fi ve or 
more cross-stream locations using a point gage. Alt ho ugh t he point gage could be read to 
±0.1 mm , t he free s urface fluctuated by as much as ± 0.7 mm during t he higher velocity 
flows . T his error was minimized by positioning t he point gage tip so t hat it contacted t he 
water 50% of the t ime. T he mean dept h was used t o calculate t he velocity of t his flow, 
U = Q/A where A = 0.459 · d m 2 . 
T he tes t section was 35 em downstream of t he flap nozzle exit a nd contained a lucite 
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Figure 2 .6 Photograph of the deflector pla te in the 2.6 m flume exper-
iments; B = 25°, ¢ ~ 10° , and F = 3. 
defl ector plate 12 em high and 42 em long. The deflector plate and its s upport s hown in 
Figure 2.5 were displaced a few centimeters from the flum e wall similar to the 40 m flum e. 
Lead weights were placed on t he support plate to keep it in place. A nylon screw through t he 
s upport plate allowed for adj ustment of the deflecting plate dihedral a ngle, tilting t he plate 
toward the flow . The dihedral a ngle, ¢ , was measured using a protractor and a. flat surface. 
The a ngle between t he free stream a nd the plate, 0, was meas ured using a n electronic point 
gage to be described in sectio n 2.2 .1. A photograph of t he wave created by t he deflector 
plate in this facility is s hown in Figure 2.6. 1\:riegrocine dye injected upstream of the plate 
was used to enhance t he contrast in t his photograph. 
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2.1.3 Towing tank 
Towed wedge experiments were conducted in a. 126 m long. 7 .5 m wide, a nd 3.1 m 
deep tank a.t Hydrona.utics Research , Inc .. in Fulton , MD. The towing carriage is shown in 
Figure 2.7; its maximum velocity was approximately 5.2 mjs. T he towing t a nk was filled 
with fresh water at about 16°C during t hese experiments. 
Two wedge models were towed in t hese experiments, a nd these are shown in Figure 2.8. 
The sma ller wedge had a bow half a ngle () = 13°, and t he larger wedge had a bow half a ngle 
() = 26° .. Each model consisted of two 1.3 em thick lucite side panels, and 0.64 em t hick 
aluminum bottom a nd back panels attached to a. frame constructed of 5.1 em by 5.1 em 
aluminum angles. Silicone was used to seal t he seams, making the wedges water tight. In 
addition , a larger 0.64 em thick a luminum bottom plate could be fastened to the bottom 
of either wedge as can be seen in Figure 2.8. The corners of t he plate, in plan vie·w, were 
rounded and the bottom of leading edge was c ut a.wa.y at a n a ngle. For the larger wedge 
model, t his larger bottom plate extended approximately 20.3 em in a ll directions from the 
wedge perimeter. 
A photograph of the towing carriage with t he model is shown in Figure 2.9. The model 
was s us pended from two force cells which were bolted to a steel !-beam. Cla m ps secured 
t he I-beam to a. support structure on t he towing carriage which could be raised or lowered 
to change the draft of the wedge models . The carriage towed t he models a long their line of 
symmetry in the center of the tank. 
2.1.4 Bubbly column 
A bubbly-column-two-phase flow facili ty was used to calibrate t he impedance based void 
fraction meter (IVFM) to be described later in section 2.2.3. A schematic of this faci lity 
may be found in 1\:ytomaa [24]. It included a. vertical lucite pipe 10.2 em in diameter with 
a n air injector located at the bottom of t he pipe. The injector produced air bubbles of 
uniform size with a. diameter of roughly .5 mm (at the injector), and the air flow rate was 
adjustable. Two static pressure taps located H = 1.1 m apart , a nd approximately equally 
spaced above and below the IVFM probe, were connected to a n inverted manometer. T he 
elevation cha nge between t he manometer columns is expressed as h, and t he steady state 
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(a) Front view of towing carriage at one end of the tank The wedge model can be 
seen suspended from the carriage hanging into the water at the center of the tank. 
(b) Side view of towing carriage in the middle of the tank. A control room visible at 
t h e rear of the carriage housed the electronics for the experiment. 
F igure 2.7 Towing carriage (Hydronautics Research , Inc.). 
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(a) Larger wedge, B = 26°. 
(b) Smaller wedge, B = 13° . 
Figure 2.8 vVedge models shown with larger b ottom plate fo r towed 
model experiments. 
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Figure 2.9 View of wedge m odel from the rear of the towing carriage 
(Hydronautics Research , Inc .). 
void fraction . o-. was obtained using t he relat ion a· = h/ H [2]. F ig ure 2.10 shows examples 
of two d ifferent void fract io n condi t ions in this facili ty. 
A schematic of t he test sect ion is s hown in Figure 2.11. T he IVF 1v1 probe tip was held 
111 place by a. 0.64 em diameter brass t ube bent a.t a right angle in t he s ha pe of a.n L. 10.5 
em by 21.9 em. For t he calibration , the probe tip pointed dow nward a nd t he brass t ube 
was held in place by a. lucite s upport. The lucite s upport consisted of two par ts . First, 
a. 5.1 em diameter lucite piece was press fit wit h epoxy into the vert ical lucite pipe of t he 
tes t section . Then . a. second lucite piece, 3.8 em d ia meter and 12.1 em long was t hreaded 
into t he first a nd an 0 - ring created a seal between t he two parts . T he brass tube wa.s 
located in t he center of t he lucite s uppor t, and a seal was created between the tube a nd the 
support using va.cu um grease a nd an 0 - ring . A n~' l o n set screw prevented rotation of t he 
brass t ube. T wo wires extended from t he IVFM probe t ip t hrough the brass t ube to t he 
associated electronics for the IVFM. 
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(a) Void fraction , a = 1.13%. 
(b) Void fraction, o = 8.94%. 
Figure 2.10 Examples of void fraction conditions in t he bubbly column 
facility. A m etric ruler is shown in t he foreground , and t he IVFM 
in the center of the column is obscured by bubbles. T he direction of 
gravitational acceleration, g , is indicated . 
Lucitc pipe 
I.D.=10.2cm 
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: c.L . 
Nylon 
Brass tube .---*+-~----++---+~o •. D_ .=0.64cm 
~ ~Lucite support 
Lucite 5uppon 0 .0.=3.8 em 
O.D.=5.1 em 
Figure 2.11 Schematic of bubbly column test section with IVFM sup-
port. 
2 .2 Inst r tuuentation 
2.2 .1 Free surface probes 
The location of t he free surface of the wave was measured using a n electronic point gage. 
The tip of the gage was a sharpened st a inless s teel rod 1.64 mm in diameter, and a reading 
was taken when t he t ip of the rod was in contact with t he water surface 50% of t he t ime. 
This was accomplished using a n electronic system where t he percentage of contact, t ime-
averaged over several seconds, could be varied a nd set to a desired value. A light emitting 
diode was used t o indicate when t his desired immersion percentage was achieved. The 
circuit dia.gram of t he free surface probe electronics is shown in Figure A .3. The vert ical 
posit ion of the electronic point gage could be controlled manually, or a motor d riven by 
t he circuit shown in Figure A.4 could be used to ma ke t he electronic point gage "hover" at 
t he loca.tion of the free surface. For both the smaller and the la rger scale experiments, t he 
electronic point gage was attached to a carriage which t ravels on precision rails (pa rallel to 
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the bottom to within ±0.1 mm) mounted to the top of the flume sidewalls . In the larger 
scale experiments, the carriage was moved in t he cross-stream and downstream directions 
by two stepper motors. It is visible in Figure 2.4. In the smaller scale experiments, the 
carriage was moved manually. 
A specific measurement procedure was used to define the contact line or the free s urface 
height on the surface of the deflecting plate. In t hese experiments, an area. of the plate 
above the contact line would be covered in a th in film of water and this wet region could 
produce false readings. This procedure was designed to avoid false readings produced when 
a droplet was "captured" between t he point gage tip a nd t he deflecting plate. First, the 
needle tip was positioned on the deflecting plate above the contact line . Second , the t ip 
was moved away from the plate and lowered to the contact line height. Finally, t he tip was 
moved toward t he deflecting plate without changing the height and a reading was taken. 
For many flow conditions, in both the larger and the smaller scale experiments, t he contact 
line was unsteady. In these experiments, an area of t he plate above the contact line would 
be covered in a thin film of water a nd t his wet region could produce false readings. Care 
was taken to position the probe so that it contacted the flowing water approximately 50% 
of t he time. 
For t he larger scale experiments, the electronic point gage was a lso used to measure t he 
free surface of the region containing t he bmN wave. The percentage of time t hat the point was 
immersed was preset, and a servo motor system connected to the point gage maintained this 
immersion percentage. The gage was connected to a linear voltage displacement transducer 
(LVD T) which produced an electrical signal which was, through calibration , proportional 
to t he water surface elevation . A PC controlled the carriage stepper motors so t hat t he 
electronic point gage could automatically traverse a sampling grid in t he bow wave region . 
Figure 2.12 shows the various components of t he data acquisition equipment . 
2.2.2 Wave gages 
In the larger scale experiments, three wave gages were used to measure the free surface 
height on the deflecting plate. A wave gage, shown in F igure 2.14, consists of a pair of 
electrodes spaced 0.64 em apart. Each electrode was made using a pen which deposited 
286PC 
with UO board 
Free surface 
electronics 
Depth gage 
motor 
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Multimeter 
Figure 2.12 Free surface probe control and data acq uisit ion system for 
the la rger scale experiments in the 40 m flume. T he solid lines indi-
cate electronic connections , and the dot ted lines indicate mechanical 
connections. 
cond uctive s ilver traces on t he deflecting plate surface. In order to produce electrodes 
which were flush wit h t he plate surface, t he t races were deposited in sha llow grooves, 45 
em lo ng a nd 1 mm wide. F igure 2.13 shows the defl ecting plate vvit h t he locat io n of t he 
gages marked. The elect rodes were connected using screw termina ls to cabling which led 
to the electronics. The electronics meas ured the change in current flowing between t he two 
electrodes and had a. ba ndwidth of 2 kHz. As t he water height increased , the imped a nce 
between the t wo electrodes decreased , thereby increasing t he current flowing between t he 
two electrodes. The ci rc uit d iagra m for t he wave gage electronics is included in Appendix A . 
Although there was some run up a nd splashing on the wave gages, the d at a were only used 
to find t he frequencies of oscillatio n of t he free surface. Since a bsolute free surface heights 
were not measured , calibration of the gages was not required. Free surface oscillations in 
t he upstream reservoir of t he flu me were measured using a. wa.ve ga.ge consisting of a. pa ir of 
st ainless steel wires 0.26 mm in dia mete r s paced -! mm a.pa.rt . Attempts to use this ty pe of 
wave gage in t he test section u pstrea.m of the deflecting plate failed because the high flow 
velocities ca used considera ble splashing o n the wires and disturbance t o the free s urface. 
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Figure 2.13 View of the deflect ing plate with wave gages m arked. 
Figure 2.14 Photograph of the wave gage near the leading edge (WGl) 
on the larger angle wedge model. 
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Electrode 2 
(500 kHz.±2.5 V) 
Figure 2 .15 Cross sectional view of the IVFM probe (not to scale). 
2.2.3 hnpedance void fraction n1.eter (IVFM) 
A n impedance based void fraction meter (IVFM) was developed to measure t he void 
fraction, a, in this high speed, unsteady, multiphase flow. T he IVFM probe consists of 
two concentric stainless steel electrodes based on a design by Chanson [10] a nd is shown in 
Figure 2.15. The outer a nnular electrode is a syringe needle with a n outer d iameter of 1.63 
m m and a thickness of 0.3 mm. The inner electrode is a stainless steel rod wit h a. diameter 
of approximately 0.6 mm. The inner electrode was wound with electrical tape and inserted 
into t he syringe needle w hich was subsequently fi lled with epoxy. After the epoxy hardened, 
the tip was sharpened. Also, the outer electrode is insulated from t he water except for a 
length of approximat ely 0.5 mm from t he tip. The probe is mounted on a. support system 
downstream of the probe . 
T he probe 's small size allows it to respond to individua l bubbles. Experiments wit h 
larger probes of this style d id not produce desirable signal to noise ratios. Parallel plate 
style probes tested for use had grounding loop and vibration problems; they also ent rained 
a ir in the separation zones generated by t he plates. 
T he probe is immersed in t he air-water mixture, a nd the impedance across t he two 
electrodes increases wit h void fraction. This imped ance, Z , can be modeled as a resistor, 
R, a nd a capacitor, C, in parallel so t hat 
R 
z = . RC 1 1W + (2.1) 
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where w is t he excitation frequency of t he probe. Generally, the inductive impedance is 
negligible if the connecting cables a re short. Following Bernier [2] we ca.n rewrite the 
impedance in terms of the electrical conductivity a nd permittivity of the water. Maxwell [30] 
first modeled t he effects of a. dilute s uspension of non-interacting spheres in a continuous 
phase on t he bulk conductivity. He expressed t he effective conductivity of t he mixt ure, 
a ef f, a.s a. function of t he volumetric concentration of t he dispersed phase, a·, the electrical 
conductivity of t he dispersed phase <7£ , and the electrical conductivity of the continuous 
phase, <70 
(2.2) 
For t he case of a.ir bubbles in water , a 0 ~ a;, a.nd the expression reduces to 
3a· 
<7eff = (1 - 2+ )ao. (2.3) 
As in Lamarre a.nd Melville [26] the resistance, R , and capacita nce, C, ca.n be expressed as 
R = [{ 'C' = Eef f 
<7eff [{ ' (2.4) 
where K is a constant with units z-l depending on t he geometry a.nd spacing of the elec-
trodes. Combining equations 2.1 , 2.3, a.nd 2.4 yields 
(2.5) 
Equation 2.5 shows how t he impedance would increase with a.n increase in void fraction . 
Furthermore, it implies tha.t for low excitation frequencies (w/2rr ~ 1 M Hz), the impedance 
is ma inly resistive but for high excitation frequencies (wj2rr ~1 MHz), t he impedance is 
ma inly capacit ive [26]. Opera.tion in t he resistive regime is desirable because of the problems 
wit h s purious signals a.nd interference t ha.t ca.n plague hig h frequency circuits [45] . Direct 
current excitation is seldom used for t hese types of probes because of polarization effects in 
the water. 
The IVFM electronics were designed to detect a 1 mm diameter bubble moving a.t 2 
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m/s (!::,.T = 0 .0005 s); therefore, the minimum frequency response req uired was 4 kHz. An 
oscillator gene rated a sinusoidal voltage signal of± 2.5 V and 500 kHz which was applied 
to the inner electrode; the outer electrode is grounded. This frequency was chosen because 
the electronics were able to achieve the required frequency response while still operating 
in t he resistive regime. ~Then a bubble pas ses the probe t ip, the c urrent flowing between 
the two electrodes reduces, and a current meter circuit meas ures this cha nge. The output 
is then low-pass filtered with a cutoff of 40 kHz and demodulated to provide a DC signal 
proportional to the local void fraction. The res ulting DC signal from t he IVFM is sampled 
using a data. acquisition system with a. data. collection rate which was set according to the 
bubble velocity. The circuit diagram of the IVFM is included in Appendix A. 
Single bubble tests were conducted to determine t he sensitivity of the probe to bubble 
position . The probe was mounted in a. water filled tank 25.4 em wide, 50.8 em long, a nd 
30.5 em deep with the tip pointing downwa rd. A small air pump was connected to a. 1.66 
mm dia meter stainless steel tube installed several centimeters below t he probe tip. The air 
flow rate was a.dj us ted so that single bubbles were intermittently released from t he stainless 
steel tube. The bubbles were of uniform 5 mm diamet er just before release and deformed 
as they traveled upward as shown in Figure 2.16. The high speed video camera and the 
IVFM data acquisition system were triggered simultaneously at timet= 0 ms. Figure 2.17 
shows the voltage signal corres ponding t o the images shown in Figure 2.16. Correlation 
of numerous images and voltage signa ls like t hese confirmed that a large negative voltage 
spike is produced each t ime a bubble impacts the probe. The spike base width was defined 
as the t ime difference between t he two crossings of a particula r voltage level by the spike . 
The spike amplitude a nd spike base vvidth were shown to be sensitive to the lateral location 
of the bubble at impact. Figure 2.18 shows a t ypical result for the non-dimensional mean 
spike amplitude a nd base width as a function of the displacement between the centerlines of 
the IVFNI probe and the tube which released the bubbles. The mean spike amplitude was 
non-dimensionalized by ''~ax , the maximum spike amplit ude; the mean s pike base width 
was non-dimensionalized by !::,.Tmaa:, t he maximum spike base widt h. A "direct" collis ion 
by a bubble produced a larger amplitude spike than a "gla ncing" collision since the entire 
bubble would disturb the field lines between the t wo electrodes instead of only a fraction 
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(a) t = 30 ms (b) t = 34 ms 
(c) t = 38 ms (d) t = 42 m s 
(e) t = 46 ms (f ) t = 50 ms 
Figure 2.16 Frames from high speed video of single bubble tests. Once 
the bubbles detach from the tubing, t hey travel upwards with a. ve-
locity of 0.27 m /s, and impact t he probe tip as oblate spheroids. 
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Figure 2.17 Typical IVFM signal from the single bubble tests ; t he 
frames from the corresponding high speed video a re shown in Fig-
ure 2.16. 
of a. bubble . The spike base width corresponds to the residence t ime of t he bubble on the 
probe; th is t ime was longer for "'direct" collisions. If t he bubble is aligned with the probe, 
a. greater volume of air disturbs the field lines, and since the bubbles move at a constant 
velocity, the d ura.t ion of t he disturbance increases. 
T he bubbly column facili ty described in section 2.1.4 was used to calibrate the IVFM. 
T he IVFM signal was sampled at a rate of 2kHz; a typical signal corresponding too- = 4.31% 
is s hown in Figure 2.19. The high s peed videos again confirmed that each spike corresponded 
to t he im pact of a bubble on the probe t ip. The IVFM sign als were post-processed using 
software; a fourth order Butterwort h fil ter with a cutoff frequency of 1 kHz (the Nyq uist 
freq uency) was used to eliminate a ny parts of t he signal t hat had a. non-physical origin. 
Forward and reverse filtering were used to preve nt phase distortion, a nd t he mean noise 
level was subtracted from each sig na.! to compensate for any drift of t he IVFM electronics. 
The void fraction was ca.lcula.ted from t he condit ioned signals using a procedure based 
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Figure 2 .18 Non-dimensional mean spike amplit ude and base widt h as 
a function of t he d isplacem ent between t he centerlines of the IVFM 
probe and the t ube which released t he bubbles. 
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Figure 2.19 Typical IVFM signal from the calibration experiments. A 
voltage of -1.2 V occurs when no bubbles are touching t he probe t ip 
and each large negative spike corresponds to an air bubble passing by 
the probe tip . 
on E ule ria n t ime averaging methods for two ph ase flow mixtures s uggested by Ishii [20] . 
This method assumes the interfacial region thickness, 8, to be very small. It furt he r assumes 
that t he inte rfaces are not stationa ry and do not occupy any reference location in space, 
x 0 , for finite time intervals. In the following equations, the ph ase is designated by k where 
k E {1 , 2} . The state density function , j\,h , is defined as 
j\1k(x, t) = 1 
for a. point, X' occupied by t he e" phase at time t . The time averaged phase density 
function, O:k, is defined as 
(2.6) 
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where t 0 is a reference time a nd t6.t is a fixed time interva l large enough to smoot h o ut 
local variat ions in flow propert ies. Physically, Ok re presents a proba bili ty of finding t he J;;l h 
phase; therefore, t he t ime averaged phase density function is equivalent to t he local void 
fraction of the kth phase [20]. 
T his t heory assumes t hat for a given phase. say k = 1, the fu nction 1\lh(x, t ) looks 
like t hat shown in Figure 2.20 where t he phase a lternat es stepwise between phase 1 a nd 
phase 2. The IVFM signal is quite different from this. as can be seen in Figures 2.17 
a nd 2.19, since all electronics have a fini te frequency response. A single t hreshold method 
was used t o extract t he function lvh (x , t ) from t he IVFM sig nals a nd is s hown schematically 
in Figure 2.21. Specifically, for k = a ir , Nh(x, t) was either 0 or 1 depending upon whether 
the signal exceeded a certa in th reshold or not. Simila r procedures have been used by other 
researchers using conductivity probes to measure void fraction . For example, Teyssedou et 
a l. [45] re ported good agreement between void profiles o btained by t heir conductivity pro be 
and a n optical probe . 
The calibration was repeated on four different days, and a t y pical calibration curve 
is shown in Figure 2.22. The void fractions were estimated using three different voltage 
thresholds, and a threshold of -0 .15 V was shown to give the estimate closest to t he measured 
value , especia lly at t he lower void fractions. This t hreshold was t hen used for det ermining 
void fraction in the sim ulated bow wave experiments, even t hough in the simulated bow wave 
experiments t he orientation of the probe ·was different and t he bubbles were much sma ller 
and more spherical in s ha pe due to t heir more-or-less horizontal motion. The orientation 
of the probe was changed from vertical in the calibrat ion to horizontal in the experime nts 
to align t he probe t ip wit h t he bubble velocity in t he simulated bow wave ex periments. In 
the calibration t he probe t ip pointed downward, and in the experiments t he probe pointed 
upstream since the mean flow velocity (abou t 2 m/s) was much greater t ha n typical bubble 
rise velocit ies (abou t 20 cm/s). Likewise, the difference in the size and sha pe of the bubbles 
did not diminish the releva nce of t he calibration since both flows contained many bubbles 
and t he sampling times were long. The void fraction represents t he likelihood of findin g a n 
air bubble on t he tip of the pro be at a. given time and location , a nd t his would be reflected 
in t he void fraction sig nal irrespective of bubble size or sha pe . 
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Figure 2.20 Theoretical state dens ity function at a. given location, x. 
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Figure 2.21 Schematic diagram of the construction of the function 
!Vh (x, t) from t he IVFlVI voltage time history for a. given location, 
.1: . 
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Figure 2.22 Calibration da ta for the IVFM from the bubbly column 
facility. The different groups of points were produced by processing 
the same data set using different t hresholds ; ( o) for threshold = -0.50 
V, (+)for threshold= -0.75 V , and (*) for threshold= -1.00 V . The 
linear curve fi t for the data corresponding to t hreshold = -0.75 V has 
a slope of 1.00 and an intercept of 0.32. 
2.2.4 Additional equipment associated with the IVFM 
In t he simulated bow wave experiments in t he 40 m flume, t he IVFM probe was mounted 
to the carriage described in section 2.2.1. Simultaneous high speed video was obtained with 
t he IVFM signals using a. camera. which had a. maximum framing rate of 500 fps, and 
a. high inte nsity strobe light synchronized to the camera's framing rate illuminated the 
flow. A trigger box provided t he TTL pulse used to synchronize t he camera. and t he data. 
acquisition card, a nd Figure 2.23 illustrates t he components in t he IVFM system. In some 
experiments , two high speed video cameras were used. a nd that configuration is detailed in 
Figure 2.24. 
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Figur e 2.23 IVF M probe control and data acquisition system . The solid 
lines indicate electronic connections , and the dotted lines indica te 
m echanical connectio ns. 
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Figure 2.24 High speed video system . 
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Chapter 3 
Theoretical Analyses of the Contact Line 
One of t he simplest ways to descri be a bow wave is to specify its contact line on the h ull 
surface. In t his chapter we seek an a nalytical solu t ion for the contact line and t he form of 
other import ant functions (such as the velocity potential), a nd two diffe rent approaches a re 
discussed . T he fi rst app roach is a n ext ension of Ogilvie 's s lender body t heory [39] in which 
t here is a fin ite depth equal to t he draft . T he second approach attempts to improve on 
t his work, using perturbations of planar potentia l flow a round a fin ite hull body to yield a 
t hree-d imensiona l solution . A section comparing the t wo approaches concludes this chapter. 
3.1 Slender body analysis 
3.1.1 Problen-. description 
F igure 3.1 depicts t he orientation of the slender body (shi p) where t he coordinate :: is 
measured vert ically upward, z = 0, being t he ocean bottom and ::: = h being t he undisturbed 
free surface. Its shape is symmetric a bout t he centerplane at y = 0, and it is described 
by the planforms, b(x, :::). The free stream velocity, U, is in t he x-direction. The flow 
is assumed to be steady. Furt her s im plifications a re made by using order of magnit ude 
a rguments as in Ogilvie [39] . Let E =beam/length and/or E = draft / length so that as 
E -+ 0, the s hip approaches a. line of length f. We denote t he magnit ude of t he small 
q ua ntity 8bj8x ~ 8yj8.r: ~beam/ l ength by E. Then, we choose to examine the region within 
x = 0 ( E112 ) and 1· = J y2 + :::2 = 0 (E) which will d efine the near field of the flow close to 
Bow 
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y = b( :.t,.: ) 
Figure 3.1 Planform view of a flow with velocity, U , impinging on the 
bow of a slender ship. T he vertical coordinate, :; , is perpendicular to 
the plane of the paper. 
t he bow. Using t his, it follows that 5j8x = 0(1/ £112 ) , 5j8y = 0(1/E) , a nd 5j 5z = 0 (1/E) . 
Vve now make the stand ard potential flow assumpt ions (inviscid a nd incompressible) in 
order to find a velocity potential that satisfies the Laplace equation. The homogeneous 
t hree-dimensional La place equation , 
can be approximated by 
</>yy + cPzz = 0 
because cPxx = 0(¢ /E) a nd </>yy, cPzz = O(</>/E2). T he total velocity potential, ¢total, will t a ke 
the form 
<!>total = Ux + <b(x , y , z). 
Tll e four boundary condit ions a re: 
1. The kinematic condition on the ocean bottom: cPz = 0 on :: = 0. 
Leadin 
edge 
.37 
cfJ~ = - [~2 c/Jx·x· 
h 1---------------->~ 
Figure 3.2 Semi-infini te strip domain with boundary conditions. 
2. The approximate, linearized condition at the free surface: 
,+.. - U
2 
([)' O il - - /> 
"f/:: - - g , xa.: ..:.., - ,_ . 
3. The approximate, linearized kinematic condition at the hull surface: 
¢>y = U b, on y = b( x, z ). 
4. The condition at infinity : ¢>y = 0 as y -t oo, 
a nd the details of their derivation may be found in Ogilvie [39]. T he dynamic boundary 
condition at t he free surface is 
u ((x, Y) = --¢>x lz=h 
g 
a nd this is used afte r the solution has been obtained Ill order to find the free surface 
elevation. 
We simplify t he problem further by applying t he hull boundary condition at y = 0 
instead of at y = b(x, z ) which limits the valid ity of the resul ts to s lender ships. Figure 3.2 
s hows the semi-infinite st ri p within which we seek a. solution . 
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3.1.2 Problem solution 
We seek a. separable solution of the form tjJ(x , y , z) = X( x)Y (y)Z(z ). Substit uting t his into 
Laplace's equation yields 
}' " Z" 
--=- = .x_2 y z 
where A. is a. real number and .A.2 > 0. Note t hat .A.2 = 0 implied t hat ¢ = f( x) which is 
impossible, and .A.2 < 0 implied that ¢ = 0 which is a lso impossible . For the y-equation, 
Y" + .A.2Y = 0, t he bounda ry conditions become: 
1 U bx 
y (O) = X( x)Z(z ) (3.1) 
and 
Y' (oo) = 0. (3.2) 
For the z-eq uation , Z"- .A.2 Z = 0, the boundary conditions become: 
Z'(O) = 0 (3.3) 
and 
Z'(h) - U 2 X"( x) (3 .4) Z(h) g.X( x) 
Using equations 3.2 a nd 3.3 vvith their separable boundary conditions gives Y(y , A.)= A e- .\y 
and Z(z, A.)= B cos A.z , where A and B a re unknown coefficients. Thus 
¢(.~; , y, z) = j )((x , A. )e--'Y cos (A.z)d.A. . 
To find the dispersion relation , we apply th e dynamic free s urface boundary condition , 
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equation 3.4, which yields, 
(3 .5) 
where we will denote 
2 g>.. tan (>..h) 
a = [!2 . 
Note t hat t he velocity of propagation , c , of small amplitude waves with wavelength >..on an 
ocean of depth , h, is 
t herefore, a 2 is similar to a Ft·oude number. Then the solu tion to equation 3.5 is 
where fi a nd hare unknown fun ctions. Substi t uting t his into t he expression for ¢ (x, y , z) 
yields 
a nd the free surface profile may be expressed as 
;
·au . ( (x, y) =- - (JI(J..)ecu- h( J.. )e- ax )e-.\y cos (J..h)d>.. . 
g 
To determine .fi a nd h , t he hull boundary condit ion , eq uation 3.1 , is used yielding 
- / >..X(x, >..)cos (>.. z )d>.. = U b.v . 
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To solve t his equ ation , we express Ub~, as a Fourier series in z as 
Ub:r = U j C (x . A.) cos( A. z )dA. 
whe re 
2 l" C(x , A.)= h Jo b,. cos (A. z)dz . 
Substitu t ing this expression for Ubx into the bounda ry condition , we have 
Since 
then 
and 
Ub,. = - j A. (.fi (A )eax + h(A)e-ax )cos (A. z)dz , 
b(x , z ) =- j ~(f!(A.)eax + h (A.)e- cxx ) cos (A. z )dA.. 
a-U 
Furthermo re, b(O, z) = 0; t herefore, fdA. ) = -h (A) a nd 
b( x , z ) = - I~ fi (A.) ( ea ~· - e- ax) cos(A.z) dA.. 
. a-U 
The free s u rface equa tion t hen becomes 
((x , y) =- j a-U .h (A.)( e0 x + e- ax )e- .\y cos(A.h)dA. 
g 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
and the contact line of t he wave on t he hull may be found by evaluating ((x, y ) a t y = 0. 
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3.1.3 Scaling irnplicit in the solution 
vVe can extract information on t he scaling of t he free surface geometry from t he above solu-
tion. a nd this is useful in examining the experimenta l meas urements. To non-dimensionalize 
t he preceding solution set 
h *(>.*) =- )..* jl(>.) 
vfih5o* (3.8) 
and 
* ..; \ . \ \ * 'I * X "' z a = · A "' tan A * , A = /\ L, x = - , z · = - . Fh h 
Thus, the non-dimensional form of b(.1:, z) , b* = bjh, is 
b*(x*, z*) = j .f;(>.*)(e0 *x*- e- o*x*) cos (>.*z")d>.* . (3.9) 
It follows that the non-dimensional contact line, (* ( x*, 0) , is given by 
(:3.10) 
It is clear f rom eq ua.tions 3 .9 and 3.10 that distances in the x-direction scale with the 
product of the Fr·oude number and the depth , Fh, or U Vh/9. Ogilvie [39] used the same 
factor, Fh, to non-dimensionalize length scales. In addition, equations 3.9 and 3.10 show 
that distances in the z-direct ion scale s imply with h. 
The method of solution is clearly to solve equation 3.9 for Jr since t he s hape of the 
ship hull , b* , is known . Specifically, for fixed values of z* it is possible to generate a. family 
of curves . .f~ (:r*). Hovvever , since we a re interested in the free surface s hape, we only 
need J!(x*) for z* = 1. This function can be substituted into equ ation 3.10 to find the 
contact line, (* . The non-dimensional contact line is only a. function of x* . It may be easily 
expanded into dimensional form by using f~ to solve for .ft in eq uation 3.8 for a. given draft, 
h. T hen , .ft may be s ubstituted into equation 3.7 , and by setting y = 0 we a rrive at t he 
dimensional form of the contact line , ((.1: , 0). 
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3.1.4 Num.erical results 
A computation based on this a nalysis predicted the s ha pe of t he free surface. ( (x, y) , for 
a. given set of pa rameters, U, h , b( x. z) . Equation 3 .9 can be rewritten using numerical, 
discrete k = no~.: spectrum intervals as 
0:• 
b*(x* , z*) = L f~(w5k)(e0 ;,,· · - e- o;tx") cos (no~.:z* ), (3.11) 
n=O 
where 
a nd 
T he computer program takes the specified b*(x*, z*), a wedge shape for this case, and finds 
J;(no~.:) for fixed values of nand OJ.: . Letting n = 2, we have 
b* ( * *) X , z = J;(1ok)(eC\' rx·- C0 r2- " )cos (lO~cz*) + 
J;(2ok)(e0 2x" - e-o2x ") cos(2o~.:z*). (3.12) 
The value of 01.: as well as the ratio fi (281.:) / fi ( oJ.:) are arbit rarily specified , a nd equation 3.12 
is solved for g . This fi is then used to find (*(x*, O) , the contact line. Equation 3.10 can 
similarly be rewritten using numerical, discret e k = no~.: spectrum intervals as 
= (*(x*, 0) = L f~(nok) ( eo- ;, :r • + e- 0 ;, 2-")sin(nok), (3 .13) 
n=O 
a nd equation 3.13 may be solved for ("(x* , 0). 
The com putation predicts a typical bow wave sha pe, but the ampli tude of this wave 
is a t least one order of magnit ude s maller than the a mplitudes o bserved in the stationa ry 
model experiments. Figure 3.3 shows the sha pe of the ship hull a nd t he resulting bow 
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(a) Hull shape. (b) Wave shape. 
Figure 3.3 Typical numerical results. 
wave predicted by this computer program for the following parameter set : n = 2, 8k = 
0.3 , .fi(2Jk)/ .fi(Jk) = - 0.2, U = 2.46 m/s, d = 7.54 em , and bjh = 0.231xjh. T he 
method is also excessively sensitive, i.e., small changes in the inpu t parameter set cause 
widely varying results. The approximation of the hull boundary condition, the slend er ship 
a pproximation , used in the ana lysis is probably responsible for most of the deficiencies of 
the numerical results . The equation bjh = 0.23Lr/h describes a hull with a. bow half angle 
of 25° , certainly not a. very slender ship! We must conclude that there may be some flaw in 
the approximations used in t he Ogilvie approach , in particular in t he argument regarding 
t he orders of magnitude for the various terms in the equation. Noblesse [37] arrives at the 
same conclusion in his study of bmv flows. 
3.2 Finite hull analysis 
This section describes a second approach where an exact solution for planar potential flow 
around an appropriate finite body is fou nd . This velocity potential, (h, is the n perturbed 
by ¢ 2 to give t he full t hree-dimensional solution, ¢ , where ¢ = ¢ 1 + ¢ 2 . Note that in this 
section Z represents a. complex number, a nd (3 represents the bow half angle instead of B. 
-1-l 
3.2.1 Two-dimensional flow around a finite body 
A body of a n appropriate s ha pe may be generated by a. modified form of t he Joukowski 
m apping. Figure 3.4 depicts the generation of a. finite body which represents a. two-
dimensional ship hull. In a. Z" plane, t he horizonta l pla nform of the hull is described 
by 
Z" iO" = ce (3.14) 
and the potential flow solution for the flow a round this cylinder is given by 
2 
h (Z") = U (Z" + ;") (3.15) 
assuming symmetry and no ci rculation. Then the body is mapped into a. Z 1 plane using t he 
translation 
Z 1 = Z" + c 
or 
Z 1 = c(1 + e i 0") . 
Then, the potential flow solution is given by 
I I C2 ft (Z) = U(Z - c + z 1 _ )· 
A second mapping into the Z plane is then used, 
Z _ Q(Z1 )k Z 1 
-- - +-, 
c c c 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
to produce a. finite body with a. wedge-like leading edge as shown in Figure 3.4(c) where 
k < 1 and Q is a. large, positive integer. Using the variables from the Z" plane, this can be 
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y" 
u 
-
:r" 
(a) Z " plane, Z" = x" + iy" 
y' 
u 
-
0 
:r' 
2c 
(b) Z' plane, Z' = x ' + iy' 
y 
:r 
0 L 
(c ) Z plane, Z = :~.: + iy 
Figure 3.4 A circle in the Z" plane is mapped into the Z' plane by 
translation and then mapped into the Z plane by distortion. 
rewritten as 
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z 
- = Q(1 + cos O"+ i sin O" )k + 1 +cos O" + i sin 0" . 
c 
(3.20) 
The resul t ing body is similar to a. symmetric, uncambered Joukows ki airfoi l with t he trailing 
edge pointing upstream. 
In order to relate k and t he half a ngle of the wedge. consider t he "bow'' where 011 --t 7f. 
Let 0" = 1r - <:, where <: is a small a ngle, and approximate cos (1r - E) :::::::: - 1 + E2 / 2 a nd 
sin (1r- E) :::::::: E. Substituting t hese a pproximations into the Z plane s urface equation 3.20 
yields 
Z Qk .·k( E.)k E2 . 
- = € Z 1 - -l + - + 'I E. 
c 2 2 
Manipulating this result and sepa rating its real and imagina ry parts gives 
and 
X k k1f kE . k1r E2 
- = Q<= (cos -+ - sm-) + -
c 2 2 2 2 
y "" Ia k1r . k1r 
- = QE (- -COS - + Sill - )+ E. 
c 2 2 2 
Near t he "bow," E is small a nd so the wedge half a ngle 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3 .24) 
In order to normalize Z by a variable with physical meaning, we let O" = 0 in eq ua-
t ion 3.19. Then 
(3.25) 
11.4 
0.4 
0 
-tL:! 
-II A 
which yields 
and 
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(a) j3 = 15° , Q = 10000 (b) !3 = 25° ' Q = 1000 
Figure 3.5 Examples of wedge-like finite bodies. The wedge with half 
angle f3 is shown by the dotted lines, and the set of points shows the 
finite body generated by the computer program. 
z 
L 
Q(1 + eiB")k + 1 + eie" 
Q2k + 2 
O.K 
(:3.26) 
(3 .27) 
where Lis the length of the body in the Z plane as shown in Figure 3.4(c). 
A computer program was written to generate finite bodies corresponding to these equa-
tions for different values of f3 and Q. For Q > 100, the "bow" of these bodies appeared 
wedge-like. Two examples a re shown in Figure 3 .. 5. Therefore, parameter Q will have a 
value such that Q ~ 1. 
The potential flow solution may be expressed in parametric form by combining equa-
tions 3.14, 3 .15, 3.24, and 3.27. Letting Z* = Z/L, Z"* = Z"jc, and -7r < ()" < rr, we 
have 
f (Z*) = U(Z"* + - 1-) 
. 1 Z"* (3.28) 
where 
-1:8 
Z* = Q (1 + Z"*)!.: + 1 + Z"* 
Q2k + 2 
Furthermore, since fdZ*) = ¢1 + i '1f;1, the velocity potent ial function ¢ 1 = Re{h (Z*)} and 
t he st ream function ·~·1 = I m{fi(Z*)} . The velocity components 1t a nd v may be obtained 
using u = 8¢ tfox a nd v = o¢tf8y so t hat dfi / dZ* = ·u - iv. First we express dftfclZ* 
using t he chain ru le as 
where 
and 
d.ft 
d(Z*) = d(Z"*) 
d(Z"*) 
d(Z*) 
d.ft - U(1- 1 ) 
d(Z"*) - (Z"*) 2 
d(Z"*) i·' + 2 
d(Z* ) - Qk(1 + Z " *)!.:-l + 1 · 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
Represent ing d(Z"*)jd(Z*) as t he sum of an imagina ry quant ity, q.i, and a real quantity, q,., 
so that 
d(Z" *) 
--'---'- = q,. + iqi , d(Z*) 
we have 
U. (1 -2iB")( · ·) . - e q,. - l.q, 
U - '/.V = 2 2 
q,. + qi (3.31) 
from equation 3.29. Finally, the real and imaginary parts of equation 3.31 may be separated 
to yield 
1t q,. (1 - cos(21J" )) + q;sin (21J") 
[ 1 2 2 q,. + qi 
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and 
v q;(1- cos(2B"))- q,. sin(2B") 
[ ! 2 + 2 q,. qi 
3 .2.2 Perturbation analysis 
In this subsection , we consider t he velocity potential function in the three-dimensional flow, 
¢ . The flow has depth h a nd ::: = 0 is the location of t he undisturbed free s urface a nd 
::: = -h is the location of the bottom. The velocity potential fun ction may be found by 
adding a three-dimensional perturbation , ¢ 2 , to the two dimensional velocity potential so 
tha.t ¢ = ¢ 1 +(h . Of course, we must have \12 ¢ 2 = 0, with boundary conditions for the 
bottom a nd for the free surface . The boundary condition for the bottom, ;:; = -h, is simply 
_._ - o ( 802) a::: z=-h - . (3.:32) 
If the free surface is at:::= (( x, y), then t he simplified kinematic and dynamic free surface 
bounda ry conditions are 
~~2 ~a~ (a<P~) + ~h (a<P1) a~ ax fJx z = ( ay ay z=( (3.33) 
and 
g5 ~ ~- _1 ((a¢)2 + (~¢) 2 + (a¢)2 ) 
U 2 2 2U 2 ax ay a::: 
==C · z=C ==C 
(3.34) 
where the flow is assumed to be steady. Since¢= ¢ 1 + ¢ 2 , equa tion 3.34 is 
c ~ _1_ (u2 _ (a(i>I 2 + 2a¢1 a<P2 + a¢2 2) _ (a¢1 2 + 2a¢1 a¢2 + a¢2 2) _ a(h 2) 
2U 2 ax ax a:~.: ax fJy 8y 8y 8y 8::: 
(3.3.5) 
where(*= (g jU2)( , the non-dimensiona l free surface height. VVe can use equation :3.35 to 
solve for ("' , a nd by evalu ating (* on B = (3, the bow half a ngle, we can arrive at the contact 
line. Let (* = (I + (2 where the higher order perturbation terms are assumed to be small 
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and 
(* = _1_ ( u2 _ fJ </>1 2 _ fJ</>1 2) 
1 2U2 {h fJy (3.36) 
and 
I* __ _!__ ( fJ¢1 fJ¢2 fJ </>1 fJ¢2 ) 
"
2 
- U2 fJx fJx + fJy fJy · (3 .37) 
This ass um ption is valid for most of t he bow wave profile . 
First we seek a. solu tion for G, a straight-forward process s ince the two-dimensional flow 
is solved . The terms on t he right-hand side of eq uation 3.36 are written in terms of j 1 , its 
complex conjugate }1 , and Z and Z as 
(3.38) 
where Z is t he complex conjugate of Z. Recall the t wo-dimensional flow solution from 
equat ion 3.15, namely 
!1(1]) = u (1]- 1 + - 1- ) 
7]-1 (3.39) 
where 1] = 1 + ei6" . Further , h(17) can be approximated by a series expansion so t hat 
•) ) h ;:::; u (-2 - 1]- + ... 
and 
(3.-!0) 
since near t he bow leading edge, 1] is small. Also recall equation 3.27, t he fi nite body 
solu t ion. It may a lso be written in terms of 17 s uch t hat 
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where o·1 = Qj(Q2"' + 2) and 02 = 1/(Q2" + 2). But since Q is large, oyr/' ~ a 217, and 
then 
and 
z k 
- = 0']17 + ... L 
Using equations 3.40 and :3.41 and t he chain rule, we have 
2U z2/k-l 
Lka2/k 
1 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
Substitution of the expression for aftfaZ in equation 3.42 into equation 3.38 allows us to 
solve for (i which is 
or 
(3.43) 
where Z = r eiB. 
Vve now seek a solution for (2 which is more complicated since h is unknown. As a first 
step, we examine the kinematic free surface boundary condition and the bottom boundary 
condition and guess t hat 
so that the field equation for ¢2 becomes 
(3.44) 
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where t he right-ha nd side is a function only of x and y. Vve now continue to use the free 
surface kinematic condition to cast t he right-ha nd side of equat ion 3.44 in terms of known 
qua ntities, a nd after significant a.lgebraic manipulation we have 
_ ._2 + __!1!2 = Re - _1 ~ . fJ2 d> fJ2 ' . { 1 (fJj ) 2 fJ2j-:-} 
fJx2 [)y2 gh 8Z fJZ2 
Furthermore. since h = f cn(Z, Z), the field equation for h can be ·written as 
4 [)2 h - = _!:_ (f) h ) 2 fJ2 !1 
8Z8Z gh fJZ [)Z2 
and integrated with respect to fJZ to give 
{}f 1 (8[) 2 8] 8·~ = 49h 8·~ fJZ + f cn(Z). (3.45) 
Using the expression for afdfJz in equation 3.42 and in tegrating equation 3.45 with respect 
to Z, we have 
2u3 z4/k-1 z2JI.--1 _ 
h =- 6/k + f cn(Z) + fcn(Z) . ghk2 (4 - k )o·1 £ 3 
Since his now known , we begin to evaluate the terms on the right-hand side of equation 3.3/ 
to arrive at (2. Using </>1 =(]I+ ]I) /2 and </>2 = (h + ]2 )/2 , we rewrite equation 3 .10 as 
(3.46) 
Finally, using Z = r·ei!J a nd the expressions for 8]Ij8Z a nd 8f2/8Z from equations 3.42 
and 3.45, we have 
G = - 4U2 8 k Re { r·6/k-4ei0(2/k-2)1'2/k [(4- k) e2i!Jfk + (2- k) e-2i!Jfk]} . (3.47) 
gh(-!- k)a/ k 4 
R ecall tha.t (* = c;; + G, and using the expressions for c;; a nd (2 in equations 3.43 a nd 3.47, 
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the total free s urface height . (*, is 
(* 1 2 4U
2 
- - - --,-,- '/'4/k-2 - . 
2 UPn;l/k gh(4 - k)n~1kk4 
Re { r 6fli:-4 e i0(2/k-2)1'2/k [ ( 4 _ k)e2i1Jfk + (2 _ k)e-2ili/k ] } . (3.48) 
Evalu ating the expression in eq ua.tion 3.48 at 8 = ±(3 and using equation 3.24 yields the 
non-dimensional free s urface height a long t he s hip hull (contact line), namely 
1 2 4F 2 ( '*) - -- ·4 /k - 2 - (6 2k) 2(3 ( li=±i3 - 2 4/kr 8/k . - . • cos · , 
Uk2n1 · (4- k)o:1 /,A 
(3.49) 
a power series in F 2 vvhere F < 1 fo r the series to converge. M ul t iplying bot h sides of 
equation 3.49 by g jU2 a nd exam ining t he o rder of t he flow parameters in t he terms gives 
Even t hough this solution involved numero us sim plificat ions and is only valid near t he bow 
leading edge for low F , it suggests a complicated non-linear relationship between the free 
surface height and the flow parameters F a nd h, a nd the geometric paramet er (3 . 
3.3 Co1nparison of the theoretical analyses 
T he first a nalytical approach presented in t his chapter was simply an extension of Ogilvie's 
work in which a. fi nite depth equal to t he draft was considered. T he main approximation 
in t his a na lysis was inherent in t he slender body t heory. Specifically, t he h ull bounda ry 
condit io n was applied at y = 0 instead of at y = b( x, z) , in a sense linearizing in t he y-
d irection. T he numerica.l results based on t his analysis were poor; however , th is was not too 
su rprising since Ogilvie's a na lysis a lso gave poor agreement with his experiments. Ot her 
researchers, incl uding Noblesse [37], use slender body t heory and report simila r difficulties 
predicting bow wave s hapes. 
T he main approximation of t he second analytical approach was that the perturbation 
was small , essentia lly linearizing in the .:-direction . T he fo rm of the pertu rbation was also 
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assumed; however, many forms of fJ2</>j8z2 would satisfy t he kinematic free surface boundary 
condition a nd the bottom boundary condition. If a numerical calcu lation was performed 
based on th is analysis, an iterative process could be used to find the perturbation form 
yielding the best agreement with t he experimental data. Then, it would be worthwhile 
to refine the predicted free surface height , (, by evaluating the higher order perturbation 
terms such as fJ<!>VfJ2x and fJ<!>VfJ2 y in equation 3.35. However, the second approach clearly 
leads to an expansion in t he Ft·oude number F a nd this requires F < 1 for the expansion to 
converge. Since we are primarily concerned here with flow in which F > 1, t his approach is 
unlikely to succeed . 
The failure of these two analytical approaches demonstrates that bow flows are highly 
non-linear since linearizing in either direction yields unacceptable results . We are forced to 
conclude that there appears , at present, to be no satisfactory analytical approach to the 
bow wave flow. 
Numerical solu tions of t his flow have been more s uccessful. Studies such as those by 
Ni [36] and Jensen [21] used the hull boundary condition and the non-linear free surface 
conditions in their exact form in t heir computations, but the discrepancies between theory 
and experiment remained. The experimental free surface data. are a lmost a factor of two 
greater than the calculations. In a later paper, Noblesse et a!. [38] discussed whether 
the physical assumptions or numerical methods were responsible for this discrepancy. His 
analytical expressions and examination of experimentally measured wave profiles s howed 
that at the bow the flow speed is nearly equal to the ship speed , but directed vertically 
upvvard. At other points a long t he wave profile, the velocity of the flow disturbance due 
to the hull is small , a nd he concluded t hat non-linearities are very important only for 
s mall regions near the bow a nd t hat fine discretization is required in these regions for all 
numerical calculations. T he "2D + t", or two dimensions plus time, method can give 
the high resolution required, a nd it has been implemented by other researchers with some 
s uccess. This method uses t he exact boundary conditions and a change of varia bles, x = Ut . 
so t hat the equations are in terms of y, z, and t . The equations then become similar to 
t hose for a two-dimensiona l wavemaker. and numerous studies of t hese flows can be found 
such as those by Chapman [1-l]. <;ali§al and C han [9] used the ·'2D + t'' and the boundary 
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integral methods to solve bow flows fo r wedge models. vVhen compared to experimental 
data, t heir computations sligh t !~' overpredict the free surface heights, a nd t he discrepanc? 
increases wit h increasing wedge a ngle. However, it is a ble to produce the over-turning of 
the bow wave a nd trace t he plunging wave jet. Tulin and vVu [47] used t his technique for 
flows around wedges a nd "vVigley-like" hulls, a nd found it to be most effective for fine ships 
moving at high speeds like dest royers. 
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Chapter 4 
Experimental Measurements of the Free Surface 
Bow waves a re highly three-dimensional with complex free s urface shapes; therefore, it is 
necessary to describe them in severa l ways. This chapter presents a qualitative descript io n 
of the waves fo llowed by experimental measurements . First, t he contact line of t he bow 
wave on the model or plate surface is discussed. Second , t he bow wave profile, t he profile 
of t he maximum free surface height of the wave, is presented. Third , cross sections a nd 
frontal aspects of t he wave are given to show the plunging wave jet. The presentation of 
these measurements is t hen followed by a discussion on the scaling of the wave with the flow 
parameters a nd geometric parameters. Finally, observations and measurements of surface 
dist urbances observed on t he plunging wave jet are presented a.nd d iscussed. 
4.1 Bow wave observations 
The larger scale stationary model experiments were t he first set of experiments performed . 
In these experiments, as t he flow accelerated to t he test velocity, t he wave generated by 
the defl ect ing plate transitioned through three distinct flow regimes. T he first flow regime 
was for sub-crit ical condi t ions (F < 1); t he model c reated a disturbance extending .5 to 10 
em upstream of t he leading edge. The second flow regime was for near crit ical conditions 
(F ~ 1) , a nd a wave simila r t o an oblique hydraulic jump was observed. The t hird flow 
regime was for super-critical condit ions (F > 1) a nd a wave similar t o a bovv wave resulted . 
In each case, t he free surface vvas unsteady a nd t urbulent on a nd behind t he wave front . 
T hese flow regimes were also observed later in t he s malle r scale stationary model a nd the 
B 
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First appearance 
of splash 
(a) Top view of the wave created by t he 
deflecting plate. 
Secondary liquid sheet ~ 
Wavcjet ~ ~- -:..:::...::~ 
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(b) Cross-sectional v1ews A (-) 
and B (--) of the wave . The hori-
zon tal coordinate along the deflect-
ing plate , r , is p erpendicular to the 
plane of the paper . 
Figure 4 .1 Schematic diagram of the m ain features of the wave. 
Liquid sheet 
towed model experiments. but they were partic ular to models wit h ha lf a ngles of about 
15° to 25°. Miyat a [34) made observations of similar waves in towed model experiments 
and reported that models with a half angle greater than 45° would not produce oblique 
hydraulic jumps or bow waves. 
Flow visualization studies were performed 111 the larger scale stationa ry model experi-
ments to define the main features of t he wave in t he super-critical flow regime. Syringes 
with cannulae were used t o inject kriegrocine dye into the flow and a video camera, high 
speed movie camera, a nd a Nikon N90AF camera were all used to record t he results . Fig-
ure 4.1 shows an exaggerated schemat ic of t he bow wave wit h the key features labeled. T he 
top view of t he test section is shown in Figure 4. 1(a ); t he pla nform profile of the wave jet, 
the impact line, and the splash regio n a re indicated. These features a re clarified in t he 
cross-sectional views prese1ited in Figure 4 .1 (b) . 
The impingement of the flow on t he deflecting plate causes its moment um to cha nge 
direction. In fact, Noblesse [38) s howed t hat at the bow of a wall-sided hull, t he velocity will 
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(a) Leading edge against the flume wall. 
(b) Leading edge displaced 2.5 em away from the flume wall. 
Figure 4.2 Photographs of the bow waves in the 2.6 m flume. The grid 
on the deflecting p late is 2 em by 2 em , and B = 25°. <P = 0° , U = 
1.58 m/s , d = 1.21 em, and F = 4.59 . 
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have a component in the vertical di rection on !~'· Vertical velocity at t he bow is necessary 
for bow wave formation . Note t he difference in t he photographs presented in F igure 4.2(a.) 
a nd (b) . In Figure 4.2(a.) t he deflecting plate is against t he flume wall a nd "turns" the 
flow creating a. wave similar to an oblique hyd ra ulic jump. In Figure 4.2( b) t he deflecting 
plate is displaced from t he flume wall a nd t he velocity changes as described above. The 
vertical velocity at the bow c reates a liquid s heet which rides up on t he plate before it 
separates. As the flow moves away from the plate, it continues in t he upward direction 
so that t he maximum height of t he bow wave is located a few cent imeters away from t he 
deflecting plate. A thin secondary liquid sheet is observed on the wall in t he experiments 
as shown in F ig ure 4.1(b). The water in this secondary liquid sheet seemed to result from 
t he unsteadiness of t he contact line on t he plate. 
Once t he wave has reached its maximum height , g ravity causes it to plunge back towards 
t he free surface as shown in cross section B-B in Figure 4.l(b) . Inspection of the breaking 
wave jet reveals almost equally spaced striations a lo ng the s urface oriented perpendicula r 
to the wave crest. These will be discussed further in section 4.7. The edge of the breaking 
wave is irregular and appears to be comprised of individual jets or strings of droplets as 
can be seen in Figure 2.4. It impacts the free surface a long a line called the impact line in 
F igure 4.l(a). 
After t he wave jet impacts t he free surface, a. splash region is formed as seen in Figure 2.4 
and shown schematically in Figure 4 .1. Although the majority of t he splash is formed by 
the wave jet "bouncing" off the undisturbed free surface, the flow vis ua lization tests showed 
that some of the freest ream flow is deflect ed and also enters the splas h region. The splash 
region has a limited upstream extent as s ketched in F igure 4.l(a). 
The waves generated in t he towed model experiments were similar to t he waves generated 
tn the stationary model experiments even though the stationary model experiments had a 
much smaller depth a nd tl~e model extended to the bottom of the flume. The other difference 
between t he experiments was simply a. Galilean t ransformation, and t his was not expected 
to affect t he results. T he similarity of the two experiments will be shown quantitatively in 
section 4.4. One difference, however, was t hat the waves created in towed model experiments 
had a glassier a ppea ra nce and a steadier contact line since t he water in t he towing tank was 
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(a) Stationary model experiment in 40 m flume. 
(b) Towed model experi ment at Hydronautics Research. 
Figure 4.3 P hotographs of t he bow waves fo r conditions with similar 
velocity and d raft . 
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Run Experiment I e (0 ) I u (m/s) I d (em) I F 
1s Smaller scale 13.2 1.97 0.95 6.46 
2s Smaller scale 13.2 1.11 1.35 3.06 
3s Smaller scale 13.2 1.07 1.35 2 .93 
4s Smalle r scale 13.2 0.94 1.35 2.57 
5s Smaller scale 26.3 1.11 1.35 3.06 
6s Smaller scale 26.3 1.01 1.35 2.93 
11 Larger scale 13.4 2.44 6 .66 3.01 
21 Larger scale 13.4 2.43 7 .55 2.81 
31 Larger scale 13.4 2.46 9.21 2.59 
41 Larger sca le 26.6 2.61 6.45 3.29 
51 Larger scale 26.6 2.40 7.62 2.77 
61 Larger scale 26 .6 2.46 9.32 2.57 
Table 4 .1 Stationary model contact line experimental conditions. 
quiescent. In the stationary model experiments, t he surface of t he waves was visibly rough 
despite efforts to "smooth" t he free s urface upstream of t he test section. Photographs of 
the wa.ves from both t he larger scale stationar~' model experiments and the towed wedge 
experiments demonstrate these points a nd have been included as Figure 4.3. 
4.2 Contact line results 
The contact line was measured in both t he sma ller a nd larger sca le stationary model 
experiments using the free surface probe described in section 2.2.1. Figure 4.4(a) presents 
the contact line data from t he sma ller scale stationary model experiments, a nd Figure 4.4(b) 
presents a summary of the contact line data from the la rger scale stationa ry model experi-
ments. Table 4. 1 lists the corresponding flow conditions. In both Figure 4.4(a) a nd 4.4(b) 
the leading edge of t he deflecting plate was at 1· = 0 and z = 0 was the location of t he 
undisturbed free surface. 
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Figure 4.4 Contact lin e results from the station a ry model e xperiments. 
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Figure 4.5 Parameter space with ( o) for the towed model run condi-
tions. T he lines show Froude number , F , as a functi on of draft, d, 
for constant velocity, U: (- ) for U = 6 mjs , (--) for U = 4 m/s, 
(- · - ·) for U = 2 mjs, and ( .. ·) for U = 1 m/s. The shaded region 
represents those run conditions produced in the larger scale stationary 
model experiments. 
4.3 Bow wave profile results 
0.3 
T he wave profi le was measured in the towed model a nd the la rger scale stationa ry 
model experiments . In t he towed model experiments , the () = 26° wedge model was used. A 
s ummary of t he test conditions for t his model is shown in a parameter space including Froude 
number, F , a nd model draft , d, in F igure 4 . .5. Of particula r interest were those conditions 
w hich overla pped t hose in t he stationa ry model experimental condit ions, indicated by t he 
shaded regio n. The other experimental condi t ions expanded t his ra nge to the maximum 
carriage speed, U, a nd model d raft. The model draft was limited by a maximum a llowable 
drag fo rce, D , of 1.50 lbs imposed by towing carriage constra ints. 
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Figure 4.6 Bow wave profiles from the towed model experiments, d = 
1.54 em and F ;::::; 2.91. Each symbol represents a different run , (x) 
for U = 2.48 m/s, ( o ) for U = 2.50 m/s, ( *) for U = 2.50 m/s, (-) for 
U = 2.50 m/s, and ( +) for U = 2.50 m/s. 
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The bow wave profile in the towed wedge experiments was measured from digitized 
images of the bow wave. The camera. was secured to the carriage a nd oriented perpendicular 
to the wedge model s ide wall ; its field of view encompassed this entire wall. Figure 4 .6 shows 
t he bow wave profile for five repeated runs having approximately the same velocity, a nd 
demonstrates t he repeatabi li ty of this measurement tech nique . The lead ing edge is a.t r = 0 
a nd z = 0 is the location of t he undisturbed free surface. Figure 4.1 presents a s umma ry 
of the data. from t hese ex periments . Note that fo r some of the higher velocity ru ns, t he 
maximum height of the bmv wave profi le was not in the fi eld of vie'v of the camera.. In 
t hese runs, the model gene rated a spray s hee t which was quite different from the bow wave 
show n in Figure .J .3(b). T his sheet would often break up into droplets before the maximum 
height above the undist urbed free surface was achieved. 
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(c) d = 14.86 em; (\7) for U = 2.01 m/s and F 
= 1.66, (6) for U = 4.00 m/s and F = 3.31, 
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Figure 4. 7 Summary of bow wave p rofiles from the towed m odel exper-
iments, e = 26°. 
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Figure 4.8 Com parison of the non-dimensional maximum wa.ve profile 
height , z:nax, as a function of Froude number , F , between the sta-
t ionary and towed model experiments. For the stationary model ex-
periments 0 = 13.4° for the smaller sca le (. ), and e = 26.8° for the 
larger scale (• ). For the towed m odel experiments (e ) , (} = 26°. For 
Ogilvie's towed model experiments , 0 = 15° and (o) ford= 10.2 em , 
(6) fo r d= 20.4 em , (D) ford= 30.5 em, and (+)ford= 40.6 em. 
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4.4 Con1parison of stationary and towed model results 
Both the sm alle r a nd larger scale experiments in t he laboratory flumes were conducted 
using flow which impinged on a stationary model where t he d raft was equal to the depth . 
\Ve first address t he issue of whether t hese experiments generated waves sim ilar to t hose 
created at the bow of a model towed at a finite draft in much deeper water (note the depth 
of water in the towing tank was approximately 3 .7 m). The maximum height of t he wave 
profiles, Zma~·, was measured for different Fronde numbers for each set of experiments . 
For t he smalle r scale stationary model experiments, t he maximum heig ht was measured 
68 
using a n electronic point gage, but for the towed model and larger scale stationary model 
experiments the free surface height was meas ured from digitized images of t he wave with 
the focal plane of t he camera. parallel to t he model side wall. 
T he resul ts are s hmvn in F igure 4.8 together wit h t he resu lts from towed wedge exper-
iments performed by Ogilvie [39] who also m ade measurements from photographs of t he 
wave. All free surface heights were non-dimensionalized as in Ogilvie: 
1 90Zm.a:r 
Zma.3.' = () · F ·d· (4.1 ) 
The location of t he undisturbed free s urface was t he datum level for Zmax· T he maximum 
free s urface height for the larger scale experiments is slightly greater t ha n for the other 
experime nts, but probably this is d ue to t he experi mental error associated with measuring 
a n unsteady free surface. More importantly, Figure 4 .8 s uggests that t he two types of 
experiments (towed model a.nd stationary model) can yield similar results and that the 
water depth and model draft to depth ratio does not have a significant effect on t he bow 
wave profiles . 
To further validate t he experimental simulation of the bow wave using a. stationary 
model, t he full wave profiles from t he larger scale stationary model experiments a nd t he 
towed model experiments a re compared in Fig ure 4 .9. The data from both types of experi-
ments s hows good agreement nea r t he leading edge, demons trating t hat the two experiments 
can yield simila r results in that region. Around t he maximum profile height, the agreement 
is certainly not good . T his discrepancy could be due , in part, to t he alignment of the video 
camera. If the camera was not oriented exactly perpendicular to the model and parallel 
with the undistu rbed free s urface t hen t he view of the wave in the two experiments would 
be different. 
A s umma ry of all the data from t he towed model experiments is p resented in F igure -LlO. 
Table 4.2 lists the fl ow condi tions corresponding t o each symbol. As in F igure 4.8, the free 
s urface height s were non-di mensionalized according to equation 4.1. The distance along t he 
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Figure 4.10 Towed model (open symbols) and larger scale stationary 
model (filled symbols) non-dimensional bow wave profiles for() = 26°. 
The flow condit ions for the different symbols are listed in Table 4.2. 
• 
• 
.... 
0 
4 
11 
I Symbol I Experiment I U (m/s) I d (em) I F 
• St ationa ry 2.46 ( .54 2.86 
• Statio nary 2.39 6.68 2.95 
• Stationary 2.22 4 .86 3.22 
+ Towed 1.00 4 .95 1.4:3 
0 Towed 1.99 4.95 2.86 
X Towed 4 .01 4 .95 5.76 
Towed 5.41 4.95 7.7 1 
* 
Towed 2.50 7.54 2.91 
* 
Towed 1.98 9.91 2.01 
0 Towed 4.00 9.91 4.06 
<> Towed 5.41 9.91 5.49 
"\! Towed 2.01 14.86 1.66 
6 Towed 4 .00 14.86 3.31 
<l Towed 5.33 14.86 4.41 
l> Towed 2.00 25.14 1.27 
* 
Towed 2.94 25.14 1.87 
Table 4.2 Bow wave profi le experimental condit ions, (} = 26°. 
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4.5 Plunging jet shape 
In t he stationary model experiments, the free surface height was measured for different 
flow cross sections to study t he s ha pe of t he plunging wave jet. Describing t his feat ure of the 
bow wave is important not only for understa nding t he t hree-dimensional st ruct ure of t he 
waves, but for understanding t he air ent ra inment process as well. As described in Chapter 1, 
many researchers have ident ified the jet size (thickness or diameter) a nd jet velocity as key 
parameters for modeling air entrainment by plunging jets. In t hese experiments, t he jet size 
was measured directly, a nd t he jet velocit:v was calculated as described la t er in this section. 
In t he larger scale experiments, cross sections were measured using the free surface probe 
(described in section 2.2.1) at t hree different streamwise locations for each fl ow condit ion. 
F igures 4.11, 4.12, and 4 .13 present some typical res ults which show both t he exterior a nd 
interior s urfaces of the jet. T he undisturbed free surface is z = 0 em and t he lead ing edge of 
t he plate is at (x, y) = (0, 0). T he data describing the in terior surface is limited by the la rge 
amount of splash in t his region of the fl ow which caused incorrect gage readings. However, 
t here were adequate data to define t he jet thickness, a nd t he jet t hickness was a bout 4 em 
for t he jets shown in F igure 4.12. 
In t he towed model experiments, flow frontal aspects were measured from digitized 
images of the bow wave. The camera was secured to the carriage a nd oriented parallel to 
one side of the wedge so t hat its field of view encompassed the entire wave cross section. A 
typica l example of a n image is s hown in F igure 4 .14 . This measurement technique was more 
appropriate for towed model experiments t ha n using t he free surface probes, a nd it yielded 
simila r information. Figure 4.15 shows t he bow wave frontal aspects for five different run 
conditions having nearly t he same velocity. Note t hat t he y* -coordinate is perpendicul ar to 
the side of the wedge, and t he leading edge of t he wedge is approximately located at y* = 0. 
The undisturbed free surface at the leading edge of the wedge is located at z"' = 0. T hese 
results demonstrate t he repeatability of t his measure ment technique, a nd also s how a jet 
which is about 2- 3 em t hick. Also, t here were enough data describing the interio r surface 
of t he jet to measure its a ngle of impingement, (3, measured relative to t he undisturbed free 
s urface as 58°. 
Since the plunging wave jet is in free-fall just befo re impact, it is possible to calculate 
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(c) Jet cross section at streamwise coordinate, :z: 
= 58 .9 em . 
Figure 4 .11 Cross sections of the p lunging wave jet in the la rger scale 
stationary wedge experiments ( e = 25.4 °) for different distances down-
stream of the defl ect ing plate leading edge; U = 2.39 m/s, d = 9.47 
em, and F = 2.48. 
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(b) J et cross section at stream wise coordinate, l' 
= 64.0 em. 
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(c) Jet cross section at streamwise coordinate, x 
= 58.9 em. 
F ig u re 4. 12 C ross sections of the pi unging wave j et in the la rger scale 
stationary wedge experiments (B = 25.4°) for different d istances down-
stream of t he deflecting plate leading edge; U = 2.41 m /s, d = 6.72 
em, and F = 2.97. 
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(c) Jet cross section a t streamwise coordinate, l' 
= 58.9 em . 
Figure 4.13 Cross sections of the plunging wave jet. in the larger scale 
stationary wedge experiments ( e = 25.4 °) for difl'eren t d istances clown-
stream of t he deflect ing p late leading edge; U = 2.70 m /s, d = 6. 11 
em , and F = 3.48. 
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Figure 4.14 Video of the plunging j et in the towed model experiments 
for e = 26° , U = 2.50 m/s, and d = 7.54 em . The camera is looking 
at the bow of the model parallel to the starboard side. 
t he horizontal wat er particle velocity at t he crest of t he plunging breaker, ub, using t he 
a ngle of impingement, ;3, a nd t he free-fall height, hJ, determined from Fig ure 4 .15 and t he 
equation 
..J29hf 
tan(f]) = . 
ub ( 4.3) 
T he jet velocity at impact, Ui, also can be calculated from 
u; = Juc + 29 h 1. (4.4) 
For j3 = 58° a nd h1 = 20 em , equations 4.3 a nd 4.4 give Ub = 1.2 m/s a nd Ui = 2.3 m/s, 
reasonable values since t he towing speed was 2.5 m js. 
T he plunging jet t hickness was simila r for the towed and stationary model experiments . 
F ig ures 4.12 a nd 4 .15 have approximately t he same flo·w conditions, and the p lunging jet 
was 4 em thick in Figure 4. 12 and 2- 3 em t hick in F ig ure 4.15. Addit ional comparisons 
were not made because of the limited number of interior jet surface data for t he stationary 
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Figure 4 .15 Frontal aspects of t he plunging wave j et in t he towed model 
experiments fo r d = 7.54 em and () = 26°. T he symbols indicate t he 
velocity ( x) fo r U = 2.48 m/s, ( o) for U = 2.50 m /s, ( *) for U = 2.50 
m /s, ( ·) for U = 2.50 m/s , and (6) for U = 2.50 m /s . T he dotted 
line separates the exterior jet su rface data from the interior jet surface 
dat a . 
model experiments a nd because the measurement cross sections were diffe rent for t he two 
experiments . 
4.6 Scaling d iscussio n 
Understanding t he ma nn er in which t hese waves scale is necessary in order to extend labo-
ratory experiments to flows fo r ship hulls of vario us sha pes operating at different speeds a nd 
drafts . T he scaling of dis t a nces in bot h t he 7' a nd z-d irections a re considered separately. 
T he free s urface height, Z, is a. fu nction of t he following para meters: 
Z = J( U, d, 6,¢,g,p, ~) 
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where p is t he water density and f-l is the dyna mic viscosity. Likewise, the location of the 
maximum height in the 1·-direction , l,nax, can be expressed as: 
lmax = f(U,d,(),<jJ, g, p, /l). 
Surface tension , a , is neglected since t he Weber num ber, T+"e = pU2dja , is much greater 
tha n one for these flows. By the Bucking ha m Pi theorem, t hese functional relationships 
must be of the equivalent forms 
! = f(F , Re, 0, </J ) (4.5) 
and 
lmax _ J(F R () ' ) d - ' e, , (/) (4.6) 
where Re = (U dp) f f-l , t he upstream Reynolds number. In this section , the scaling with t he 
velocity, U, and draft, d , is discussed. The scaling with the geomet ric pa ra meters, namely 
the bow ha lf angle, () , a nd the dihedral angle, ¢, is also discussed. This information is then 
used to obtain the form of t he functions in equations 4 .5 and 4.6. 
4.6.1 Flow parameters 
The bmv wave profile data. discussed 111 t his sectio n are from t he towed model exper-
iments since the towed model experiments encompassed a. wider ra nge of flow conditions 
(velocities, U, a nd drafts, d) t han t he stationary model experiments . To investigate t he 
scaling in the z-direction, the maximum height of the bow wave profile, Zmax, is plotted 
against velocity in Figure 4 .16(a). Note that these are t he same data as presented in Fig-
ure 4.8. F igure 4. 16(a) demonst rates quite convincingly t hat Z max ex [!1.5 ; t he linear curve 
fit was Zmax = .5.64[11.49 using t he method of least squa res. T hus, Zmax was scaled by [!1.5 
a nd Zmax fU 1.5 was plotted against draft in Figure 4 .16(b). This plot then s uggests that 
Zma:L·/Ul. 5 ex d0 ·25 ; the linear curve fit was Zmax/Ul.5 = 3.61d0 ·189. These results together 
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Figure 4.16 Scaling of t he maximum wave heights for the towed model 
experiments with velocity and draft shown on logarithmic scales . 
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indicate t hat 
and equation 4.5 becomes 
(4.7) 
Thus, it appears that the normalized maximum is independent of the upstream Reynolds 
number. 
To investigate the scaling in the 1·-direction, a similar procedure was followed. First 
the location of the maximum height, lmax 1 was plotted against velocity as shown in Fig-
ure 4.17(a) . Figure 4 .17(a) demonstrates t hat lmaa· ex U2 ; the linear curve fit was lmax = 
3.46Ul.96 using t he met hod of least squares. The location of the maximum height was 
then scaled by U 2 and lmax/U2 was plotted against draft as shown in Figure 4 .17(b). Fig-
ure 4 .17(b) suggests lmax/U2 ex d-0 ·5 ; the linear curve fit was lmax/U2 = 7.03d-0 ·311 . These 
results together indicate that 
and to ass ure this behavior with U a nd d, equation 4.6 becomes 
(4.8) 
The results from this scaling investigation were somewhat disappointing since they did 
not agree with the scaling suggested by Ogilvie, nor with the scaling suggested by the 
equations presented in section 3.1.3. Recall that in the z-direction, Ogilvie s uggested a 
non-dimensionalization of Z' = Z / Fd and the equations in section 3.1.3 suggested a non-
dimensionalization of Z' = z / d for a given (). The equations in section 3.2 did not give 
any additional insight regarding the scaling since the solution is for flows where F < 1. 
Intuit ively, it seems that distances in the z-direction should scale with some combination of 
the velocity head , U2 / 2g , a nd t he draft, though it is unclear which length would be more 
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Figure 4.17 Scaling of t he location of maximum wave heights for the 
towed experiments with velocity and draft shown on logarithmic 
scales . 
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important. The scaling extrapolated from t he experimental data reflects t his idea, and 
perhaps both Ogilvie's analysis and t he analysis presented in section 3.1 include assumptions 
which mask the true scaling seen in the experiments. 
In the r-direction, recall that Ogilvie suggested a non-dimensionalization of r' = 1'/Fd, 
a nd while the equations presented in section 3.1.3 did not suggest a specific scaling in 
the 1·-direction , they did suggest x ' = x / Fd , a nd perhaps this can be applied to other 
horizontal distances. The scaling relation extrapolated from the experiments includes a 
Reynolds number and is different from both of these ideas. The Reynolds number provides 
the apparent and appropriate scaling with velocity and draft , but it is not clear t hat it has 
physical meaning. We speculate, however , that viscous effects could influence the location 
of the maximum height. For example if v increased , the Reynolds number would decrease, 
and according to the scaling relation lmax would move downstream from the leading edge. 
This seems correct because an increase in v would also cause an increase in t he shear stress 
along the plate. Then, the flow would lose energy in overcoming this shear stress and take 
longer to achieve its maximum. 
The scaling described in t he preceding paragraphs was t hen applied to all of the data 
from the bow wave profile experiments, and the scaled data from t he () = 26° models a re 
presented in Figure 4 .18. Theoretically, all of the data should collapse onto a single profile. 
Figure 4 .18 demonstrates remarkable agreement of the wave profiles near the leading edge; 
however, the profiles deviate soon thereafter , particularly those for d = 4.95 em and for d 
= 7.54 em. For the d = 4.95 em profiles, t he deviation is in the r-direction, but for the d = 
7.54 em profiles, the deviation is in t he z-direction. Deviations s uch as t hese were expected 
because the scaling was empirically determined using curve fitting techniques. In summary, 
this scaling is certainly an improvement from that used in Figure 4.10 though it does not 
completely collapse the data. 
The contact line data from the stationary model experiments was also scaled. Figure 4.19 
presents the non-dimensional contact lines using the z-direct ion scaling described in t he 
preceding paragraphs, and Table 4 .1 lists the corresponding flow conditions . The scaling 
appears to work quite well for the smaller scale experiments where the run conditions are 
almost the same. The slight rise in most of the profiles occurring at 7' j (F7 / 3 Re- 113d) ~ 65 is 
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Fig ure 4 . 19 Non-d im ensional con tact lines from t he station ary model 
experiments. 
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caused by end effects associated with the deflecting plate. For t he larger scale experiments, 
the scaling does not appear to be as effective. The difference in the profiles may be due to 
nonlinear effects. 
In summary, the experimental data suggest a scaling with flow parameters which is not 
explained by t he existing t heoretical analyses but makes some intuitive physical sense. 
4.6.2 Geornetric parameters 
The contact line data discussed in this section a re from the stationary model experiments 
since the bow half angle, B, and dihedral angle, ¢, of t he deflecting plate could be easily 
changed. 
We first examine the effects of the model bow ha lf angle, () , on the contact lines of t he 
waves from the stationary model experiments . Recall that Ogilvie suggested t he free surface 
height scaled linearly with bow half angle as in equa tion 4 .1. Using this idea a long with the 
flow parameter scaling from section 4.6.1 , the free surface height was non-dimensionalized 
according to 
"'* - __ 9_0_:: __ 
pL5. d.() 
and the distance in the 1·-direction was non-dimensionalized by l max · The results are pre-
sented in Figure 4.20, and Table 4 .1 lists the corresponding flow conditions. For the smaller 
scale experiments, the scaling appears to work quite well. For the larger scale experiments, 
the scaling seemed to over-compensate for the larger bow ha lf angle . This might be due 
simply to experimental error in measuring the contact line which was very unsteady in those 
experiments . (Recall that the scaling used on this same data in F igure 4.19(b) also did not 
seem to work as well as in t he other experiments.) However, it is also possible that the bow 
wave profile height does not scale linearly wit h a ngle () as suggested by Ogilvie and that a 
more complicated non-linear relationship exist s . 
Vve now examine the effect of t he model dihedral angle, ¢, on the waves using results 
from the smaller scale stationary model experiments. The dihedral angle, t he a ngle between 
the deflecting plate and the free surface in t he vertical plane, varied between 0° and 15°. 
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Figure 4.20 Non-dimensional contact lines from the stationary wedge 
experiments for different bow half angles. 
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The contact line was meas ured by moving the electronic point gage manually and averaging 
o ut t he unsteadiness in t he vert ical direction fo r a set immersion percentage. T he results of 
t hese tests are presented in F igure 4.21; for F igure 4.21(a) F ~ 3, for F igure 4 .21(b) F ~ 4, 
and for Figure 4 .21(c) F ~ 5. It was impossible to achieve t he same F for each d ihedral 
a ngle tested since fine adjustm ent of t he flow conditions was difficult; t herefore, both t he 
dihedral angle a nd F is noted for each contact line measured . 
T he data in Figure 4.21 show t hat t he contact line is only weakly dependent on t he 
dihedral a ngle; however, t he elevation of t he contact line does appear to increase as the 
dihedral a ngle increases. One hypothesis could be t hat Z ex 1/cos(¢). These experiments 
were insufficient for proving or d isproving t his or other hypot heses for two reasons. F irst , 
only a sma ll range of ¢ was explored , and second , t he variation in F made it impossible to 
isolat e t he effects of ¢. Additional tests including greater values of¢ in a facility wit h more 
carefully controlled flow condit ions are suggested . Also, the effects of¢ on the contact line 
might be exaggerated in tests on a larger scale. 
In summary, t he experimenta l data indicate that t he free surface heights may scale 
linearly with t he bow half angle, 0, a nd a re only weakly dependent on t he dihedral angle, ¢ . 
4. 7 Surface disturbances 
Surface disturbances were observed on the plunging face of the simulated bow wave in both 
t he stationary a nd t owed model experiments, a nd were recorded using various photographic 
techniques. In addit ion, t hese d isturbances were manifest in signals from three wave gages 
flush-mounted on t he deflecting plate (described in section 2.2 .2) in the la rger scale station-
ary model experiments. T his section qualitatively a nd quantitatively describes t he surface 
disturbances. 
4. 7.1 0 bservations of surface disturbances 
T he surface disturbances, first observed in the larger scale stationary model experi-
ments , were sometimes d ifficult to isolate wit h the naked eye unless a strobe light was used. 
T hey subsequent ly were observed in t he smaller scale stationary model experiments a nd 
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Figure 4 .22 Schem atic diagram of the top view of the bow wave with 
t he crests of the surface disturbances. 
in t he towed model experiments. In a ll of t he experiments, the disturba nces appeared as 
"finger-like" structures on the plunging face of t he wave. The "fingers," or t he crests of t he 
disturbances, were aligned perpendicula r to the wave jet profile and t he spacing between 
successive "fingers" seemed regular as shown schematically in Figure 4.22. The d isturbances 
were barely visible near t he leading edge of the plate and grew in amplit ude as they con-
vected downstream. They a lso grew in length , stretching as the liquid sheet fell away from 
t he plate to form the plunging face of t he wave. 
The upstream flow condit ions significantly affect ed the appearance of t he surface distur-
bances. In the la rger scale stationary model experiments, t he s urface of the wave was visibly 
rough d ue to the upstream flow conditions and this obscured t he surface disturbances. The 
photograph in Figure 4.3(a) demonstrates this point . The upstream condit ions could be 
more carefully controlled in t he smaller scale stationary model experiments and the distur-
bances on the wave can be seen in Figure 2.6. T he waves in the towed model experiments 
had the smoot hest surface; t herefore , it was easier to distinguish t he surface disturbances. 
Frames of a video from these experiments are included in F igure 4.23. 
4. 7.2 High speed video results 
High speed videos were used to quantify t hese observations. Figure 4.24 shows a. sequence 
of frames from one of the high speed videos of t he larger scale station a ry model experiments . 
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(a) Leading edge. 
(b) Mid-wedge. 
(c) Trailing edge. 
Figure 4.23 Video of the surface disturbances observed in the towed 
wedge tests. The wedge is moving to the left and 8 = 26° , ¢ = 0° , U 
= 2.49 m /s, d = 7.54 em, and F = 2.90. 
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(a) t = 1328 ms (b ) t = 1344 m s 
(c) t = 1360 ms (d) t = 1376 ms 
(e) t = 1392 ms (f ) t = 1408 m s 
Figure 4.24 A sequence of frames from a high speed video of t he surface 
disturbances at the t ra iling edge of t he deflecting plate. The flow is 
from the righ t t o the left, and the time is noted beneath each frame. 
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The trailing edge of the deflecting plate is visible in this view. The focal plane of the camera 
was the deflecting plate a nd t he 5 em squa re grid lines on the plate provided a lengt h scale 
for t he images. These videos were used to m anually produce tracings of the movement 
of t he surface dist urbance crests a long the wave profile baseline illustrated in Figure 4.24. 
Figure 4 .25 is a typical tracing used to measure the characteristic length a nd velocity of 
the surface disturbances. The characteristic length was defined as the lengt h of t he s urface 
disturbance at the wave profile baseline and is shown graphically in Figure 4 .25 . For flow 
conditions of F = 3.18, U = 2.64 m/s, and d = 7.1 em, t he characteristic length ranged from 
7 em to 16 em with a. mean of 11 em. The velocity was measured by dividing t he distance 
traveled by a. disturbance along the wave profi le baseline by the time difference between 
two high speed video images. T he average velocity of these disturbances was 2.42 m/s, 
approximately t he velocity in the direction of t he deflecting plate, namely 2.64cos(25°) . 
Dividing the average velocity by t he average characteristic length yields a. characteristic 
frequency for these disturbances of 22 Hz. 
T he same high speed videos a lso were used to produce water surface time histories at 
two locations along the wave crest, and an example is shown in Figure 4.26. Although the 
resolution of t hese time histories is poor, both a. lower frequency component and a higher 
frequency component can be observed. The lower frequency is approximately 1 Hz, t hough 
a longer sampling time is clearly needed to more accurately define t his. It is possible t hat 
this lower frequency originates from the flow conditions in the 40 m flume. For example, 
the oscillation of the water in the upstream reservoir, the free over-fall into the downstream 
reservoir, a nd slug flow t hrough the pump a re all possible sources of this frequency. It is not 
caused by a "manometer" oscillation of the water in the flume because the "manometer" 
frequency, J, would be much lower. In fact , using 
f = .2_ {29 
21r V T 
where l is t he total length of t he water column (about 40 m), f is 0.11 Hz. The higher 
frequency component, estimated by counting local maxima within fixed t ime intervals, was 
between 15 Hz a nd 20 Hz. This higher frequency appears to arise from the surface distur-
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Figure 4 .25 'n·acing of a surface d isturbance crest . The numbers corre-
spond to the time (in m s) visible on each frame from the high sp eed 
video cam era. T he characteristic length for the disturbance at t = 
1968 ms is indicat ed. 
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Figure 4.26 \ iVater surface t ime histories for two locations along the 
surface of the deflecting plate; (--) for 1' = 53.2 em and(-) for 1· = 
75 .0 em. The flow conditions were U = 2.64 m/s, d = 7.03 em, F = 
3. 18, and e = 25° . 
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bances since it is similar to the frequency measured from the tracings such as in Figure 4.25. 
4. 7.3 Wave gage results 
Three wave gages flush mounted on the surface of the deflecting plate were used to 
produce time histories of the free surface height at the plate surface; one wire pair wave gage 
was located in the upstream reservoir as well. The wave gage voltage signals were sampled 
at a rate of 100 Hz for 164 seconds, and post-processed using a fourth order Butterworth 
filter with a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz. Examples of the filtered voltage signals are shown in 
Figure 4.27. For this series of tests, the average flow velocity, U, was 2.69 m/s, and 2.44 m/s 
in the direction of the deflecting plate. However , since t he liquid sheet is approximately 6 to 
16 em above the undisturbed free surface height , slight ly lower velocities would be expected 
along the contact line and the wave crest. The steady Bernoulli's equation , 
U contactline = }U2 - 2ghcon tactline , 
predicts velocities which are lower by 10- 25% (2.0 to 2.5 m /s) at the elevation of the contact 
line and the wave crest. 
Autocorrelations of the signals show that they are periodic. The signals used for the 
a utocorrelations were sampled at 2 kHz for eight seconds. For a length N vector, the 
auto-correlation Cxx was computed using MATLAB as follows: 
c,.(m) ~ { m;::: 0 
m < 0 . 
Then c(m) = Cxx (m - N) where m = 1, ... , 2N- 1 was plotted against the lag time in 
seconds. The time difference between the peaks in t he autocorrelation function corresponds 
to the period of the major frequency contained in the signal. Figure 4 .28 s hows a typical 
autocorrelation result . The reservoir signal appears strongly periodic with a frequency of 
1 Hz; a similar frequency is seen in the other signals. This supports the hypothesis t hat a 
flume induced frequency existed a nd contributed to the unsteadiness of the contact line. 
Cross-correlations of signals from wave gage pairs were also computed. For a length N 
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Figure 4 .27 Typical wave gage signals from three wave gages flush 
m ounted on t he deflecting plate. \ rVave gage 1 (wgl) is 2.5 em down-
stream of the leading edge, wave gage 2 (wg2) is 20 em downstream of 
the leading edge, and wave gage 3 (wg3) is 40 em downstrearn of t he 
leading edge. T he reservoir wave gage (res) is located in the upstream 
reservoir of the 40 n 1 flume. For these tests: B ~ 26°, ¢ = 0° , U = 
2.69 mjs, d = 7.18 em, and F = 3.21. 
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F igure 4 .28 T ypical autocorrelations from three wave gages fl ush 
mounted on the deflecting plate (wgl , wg2, wg3) and the reservoir 
wave gage (res). For these tests: (} ~ 26°,¢ = 0°, U = 2.55 m /s, d = 
7.37 em , and F = 3.00. 
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Fig u re 4.29 Cross-correlations for the signals from three wave gages 
flush mounted on the deflecting p late (wgl , wg2, and wg3) shown in 
Figure 4 .27. 
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vector , the cross-correlation Cxy was computed using MATLAB as follows: 
{ 
"'N- Im l-1 * 
L...-n=O Xn+ 1Yn+m +1 1n :2: 0 
Cxy = 
c;x( -m) m < 0. 
Figure 4.29 shows c(m) = Cxy(m - N ) where m = 1, .. . , 2N - 1 plotted a.gainst the lag t ime 
in seconds for the signals shown in Figure 4.27. The cross-correlations between gages 1 a nd 
3 were the strongest. Most correlations showed two peaks; the first peak was occurred at an 
average of 0.186 sec a nd t he second peak at about 0.4 sec. Using t he distance between gages 
1 and 3, namely 37.5 em, this time lag corresponds to a velocity of 2.0 mjs. This velocity 
falls within the range expect ed in t he earlier discussion, implying that the disturbances 
move along t he face of t he plunging wave at the flow velocity. Gages 2 and 3 also showed 
strong correlation with peaks at 0.10 sec. The distance between gages 2 and 3 is 20 em which 
a lso yields a velocity of 2.0 m js. The correlation between gages 1 and 3 is not as strong as 
would be expected since greater wave dispersion would occur over the larger distance. 
The fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of the signals were also calculated in MATLAB 
using: 
N-1 
X(k + 1) = L x(n + 1)e-j(21r/N)kn 
n = O 
where X(k + 1) is a vector of complex numbers. Bot h t he real a nd imaginary parts were 
scaled by the root mean squared value of t he signal , l'~·ms , where 
N -L i=1 (xi - x) 
N 
The real and imaginary parts were averaged separately over a number of data runs and 
then the number of frequencies represented on the FFT was reduced by a fact 01' of eight 
to obtain a smoother curve. Figure 4 .30 presents the averaged, smoothed FFTs for fi ve 
samples taken with the same flow condit ions. 
Figure 4.30 (b) shows a peak common to t he three wave gage signals a nd t he reservoir 
signal around 1 Hz. As previously d iscussed , it is believed t hat t his frequency is caused by 
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Fig ure 4.30 Averaged fast Fourier transform over five data runs for the 
flow conditions listed in Figure 4.27. Each line represents data from 
a different gage: (- -)for wgl , (- )for wg2 , (···)for wg3 , and (- ·) for 
res. 
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Measurement From high speed Measurement Frequency Velocity Characteristic 
technique video camera? location (Hz) (m/s) length (em) 
Tracings of Yes Bow wave 22 2.42 7-16 
disturbances 
Water surface Yes Bow wa.ve 1, 15- 20 N/A N/A 
time histories 
Electronic No Deflecting 1, 10-25 2.0 8-20 
wave gages plate 
Table 4.3 Summary of results from the different measurement tech-
niques used to study the surface disturbances observed on the bow 
wave. 
t he flow condit ions a nd is present t hroughout the 40 m flume. Additiona lly, F igure 4.30(a) 
clearly shows a difference in the frequency content of the signals from t he reservoir and 
t he three wave gages on t he plate. The spectra from the wave gages show greater energy 
and a more uniform distribution of energy between 10 and 2.5 Hz t ha n t he spectrum from 
t he reservoir gage. It is believed that t his frequency range corresponds to the surface 
disturbances. Using t his frequency range a nd the velocity calculated from t he wave gage 
correlations, a. range of characteristic lengths for the disturbances was found to be 8 em to 
20 em. 
4. 7.4 Comparison of high speed video and wave gage results 
Table 4 .3 summa rizes the measurements of frequency, velocity, and characteristic length 
for the surface disturbances using the two techniques on t he bow wave and using the wave 
gages on the plate. All t echniques yielded similar results, a 1 Hz frequency induced by flow 
conditions a nd higher frequencies from the surface disturba nces. The agreement between 
t he results from the tracings of the surface disturbances a nd the results from t he wave 
gages is strong, suggesting t he periodicity in the contact line elevation recorded by the 
wa.ve gages reflects the periodicity of the surface disturbances . Furthermore, since t he 20 
Hz surface disturbance frequency was a n order of magnitude greater than the 1 Hz flow 
induced frequency, t he flow induced frequency proba bly did not interfere with or distort 
these periodic flow structures. 
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Figure 4 .31 Schematic diagram of a plunging wave j et cross section 
disintegrating into ''cylindrical drops" . Reproduced from Longuet-
Higgins (1995). 
4. 7.5 Discussion of surface disturbances 
j 
l 
Similar surface disturbances were also observed in the towed model experiments; therefore, 
they must originate from an instability in t he flow as it passes over the deflecting plate rather 
t ha n from the upstream flow in the stationary model experiments, and we would expect 
to see them on "real'' bow waves. 0 bservations of instabilities developing in flows moving 
across a solid surface are not unique. For example, Shroff and Liepmann [44] reported 
two-dimensiona l instabilities on a. water sheet which developed as the sheet moved over a. 
curved solid surface and persisted even after the sheet left t he surface. 
vVe postulate that t he crests of the surface disturbances a re simply crests of gravity waves 
which propagate across the bow wave oriented as shown in Figure 4 .22. Longuet-Higgens [29] 
analytically describes a similar situation in his discussion of the disintegration of the jet in a 
plunging breaker. He begins by assuming a perturbation in the form of short surface waves, 
or gravity waves, which propagate across t he jet surface perpendicular to the plunging 
jet direction. As t he wave breaks and the jet stretches, t he pressure gradient in the jet 
direction decreases and the fluid is in a state of free-fall. This causes the perturbation waves 
to transition from gravity to capillary waves, a nd this transition increases their amplitude 
by a factor of 1.23- 3.40. In the case of perturbations symmetric on both sides of t he jet, 
Longuet-Higgins found that t hey will grow again (relative to the jet t hickness) as t he jet is 
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(a) Formation of a single drop. (b) Formation of several strings of droplets. 
Figure 4.32 Video of t he breakup of the plunging wave jet into drops 
in the towed model experiments. The wedge is moving to the left and 
() = 26° , ¢ = 0°, U = 2.99 m /s, d = 25.14 em, and F = 1.91. Note 
the extreme surface disturbances. 
stretched even further according to 
where a is the perturbation a mplitude and h is the jet thickness. Finally, he assumes that 
these perturbations will grow large enough to pinch the sheet into "cylindrical drops" a nd 
notes t hat t he sheet would not pinch off in t he same way for anti-symmetric perturbations. 
This disintegration is shown in Figu re 4.31, t hough in actuality the jet represented by a 
dashed line in t he figure would have some finite thickness. 
This hypothesis and discussion a re a plausible explanation for the breakup of the plung-
ing wave jet by t he surface disturbances, t hough fu rther investigation clearly is required. 
In the present experiments , st rings of droplets similiar to Longuet-Higgins ' "cylindrical 
drops" were seen to form on t he edge of the plunging wave jet as in the photographs in 
F igure 4.3 (a) a nd Figure 4 .32. It seems that t he size a nd spacing of the strings of d roplets 
could be controlled by t he size of the surface disturbances. 
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Chapter 5 
Air Entrainment 
The primary mechanisms for air entrainment in the present bow wave experiments were 
the plunging wave jet and the entry of individual droplets from the splash region after 
the initial impact of the plunging wave jet. Since the plunging wave jet entrained much 
greater quantities of air than the splash droplets, only the plunging wave jet was studied. 
A discussion of air entrainment by the impact of drops on liquid surfaces may be found 
in Prosperetti and Oguz [42]. This chapter presents a. qualitative description of this air 
entrainment process followed by experimental void fraction and bubble size measurements. 
Because of the shallow depth in these experiments, the data. describes the initial stages of 
air entrainment only. 
5.1 Experin1.ental observations 
The air entrainment process for the simulated bow wave could be observed best in a. 
darkened room using a. stroboscope which provided a. high intensity and short duration (0.5 
J.lS) light pulse. The lamp had a. parabolic reflector which directed a. 7.6 em diameter beam of 
light through the window in the bottom of the test section shown in Figure 2.3. Observations 
of the bubbles were made through the glass sidewall of the flume. The most obvious feature 
was that the plunging wave jet entrained air in "bursts" forming approximately spherical 
clouds of bubbles visible beneath the free surface. This observation seems similar to an 
observation by Chanson and Cummings [13] regarding air entrained by a. planar supported 
jet. For high jet impact velocities ( 4- 8 m/s) they reported a. thin layer of air entering the flow 
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(a) IVFM probe tip with bubble clouds . 
(b) Several bubble clouds . T h e splash above the free surface is also visible. 
Figure 5 .1 Photographs of bubble clouds passing by the IVFM probe. 
T he fl ow is from right to left. and the probe is located beneath the 
impactingwa.vejet ; B = 25° , </> = 0° , U = 2.47 m /s, d = 7.39 em , and 
F = 2.90. 
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at t he impact point , adding that the "air pockets are entrained by discontinuous gusts at the 
lower end of the air layer." In the present experiments, the bubble clouds had a diameter of 
about 5 to 10 em and were comprised of bubbles which were more tightly packed at the center 
of the cloud than at the edges. Moreover, the formation of these clouds was periodic in a. 
spatial sense, i.e., a. chain of bubble clouds could be observed beneath the free surface at a ny 
particular moment in time. Typical photographs of bubble clouds are shown in Figure .5.1. 
Photographs of individual bubbles within the bubble clouds were obtained using a. telephoto 
lens, and though most of the bubbles appeared to be 1 to 5 mm in diameter, large finger-
like pockets of air a lso were observed. Fina.ll~y, in the experimental configuration used in 
this research , the clouds seemed to grow in size as they were convected downstream. This 
growth proceeded at a. steady rate until the clouds encountered the bottom and/or opposite 
wall of the flume. If the flume depth were unlimited , t he depth of bubble entrainment might 
well a pproach the wave height observed by Cipria no and Blanchard [15) in their plunging 
wave experiments. 
5.2 Experin1ental n1easurements 
The observations described in the preceding section were quantified using the impedance 
based void fract ion meter (IVFM) described in section 2.2.3. For measurements in the 
simula ted bow wave, the IVFM probe was mounted on the carriage as shown in F igure 2.4. 
Samples were taken at different cross sections in the impact line region of the flow; one 
section where measurements were made is illustrated in F igure 5.2. A typical example is 
given in Figure 5.3 . 
A preliminary series of experiments was performed to verify t he IVFM signal. T he IVFM 
signal was sampled at 2 kHz , and simultaneous images using a. high speed video (500 fps) 
of the bubble clouds were obtained. The stroboscope described in section 5 .1 was triggered 
by the video camera., and illuminated the field of view of the camera. The resulting IVFM 
signals were compared carefully with the high speed video, and typical correlations for two 
different void fractions a re shown in F igures 5.4( a.) and (b) . In each of the two graphs , the 
lower signal is from the IVFM. T he upper signal was creat ed from the high speed video 
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Figure 5 .2 Schematic diagram of the planform of the flow with a typical 
flow cross section ( · · ·) indicated where measurements were made. 
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Fig u re 5 .3 A portion of a typical signal from the IVFM located several 
cent imeters beneath the bow wave jet; (} = 26° , U = 2.39 m/s, d = 
6 .47 em, and F = 3.00. Using the calibration curve, the time averaged 
void fraction, a = 6.5%. 
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(b) Signals for z = -4.5 em. 
Figure 5.4 Correlation of IVFM signal with high speed video of bubble 
clouds for two different locations beneath the free surface at the same 
position . The lower signal is from t he IVFM , and the upper signal 
was created from high speed video observations . 
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observations by assigning a value of two when no bubbles were seen on the probe tip and a 
value of one when bubbles were observed to be touching the probe tip. 
The correlation between the two signals was as follows. Every spike in the IVFM signal 
corresponded to a bubble impacting t he probe t ip; however, the signal generated from the 
high speed video shows addit ional spikes that are not present in the IVFM signal. This 
discrepancy is attributed to a combination of several effects. First, since a beam of light 
illuminated the probe, some bubbles in t he video appeared to be contacting the probe but 
were not, in fact, in t he plane of the probe. This resulted in excess spikes in the high speed 
video signal. Second , the sampling rate of 2 kHz was low enough to miss spikes created by 
bubbles striking the probe. A direct collision with a 1 mm diameter bubble moving at 2.39 
m/s would produce a spike of 0.0024 sec in duration. Sampling at 2 kHz, every 0.0005 sec, 
would give a maximum of four samples per spike. This rate would not be high enough for 
indirect collisions and collisions with smaller bubbles. Third , since the void fraction of t he 
clouds was low, there was a possibility that a cloud could pass by the probe without a single 
bubble impacting the tip. For example, consider a 3.5 em diameter bubble cloud with a void 
fraction of 5% comprised of uniformly distributed 1 mm diameter bubbles. If the center of 
this cloud passed by the probe, only ten bubbles would be expected to impact the probe 
tip. If the edge of the cloud passed the probe or if the cloud void fraction was lower, even 
fewer impacts would be expected to occur. In summary, t he discrepancy between t he IVFM 
and the high speed video signals was somewhat expected; however, there is confidence that 
the IVFM responds to impacts wit h individual bubbles in the flow. 
5.2.1 Bubble cloud void fraction measurements 
For void fraction measurements in the simulated bow wave, the IVFM signals were sam-
pled at 20 kHz for 3.2 sec. Note that this higher sampling rate was used to avoid the 
problems described in the previous section. The signals were then processed as described 
in section 2.2.3. The calibration shown in Figure 2.22 with a threshold of -0.75 V was 
applied to obtain the local, time-averaged void fraction. A set of nine IVFM signals from 
the same location beneath the bow wave had a. mean void fraction of 3.2% and a standard 
deviation of 0.8%. This indicated that the results were repeatable; therefore, for the rest of 
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Figure 5.5 Local time averaged void fraction cross section for x = 91.2 
em as viewed from downstream beneath the breaking wave; e = 26°, 
¢ = 0°, U = 2.48 m/s, d = 7.89 em, and F = 2.82. The IVFM m ea-
surement locations are marked ( • ) and labeled with the void fraction 
%. Nine equally spaced contour levels between a = 1% and a = 9% 
are shown, with a= 1% on the outer edge of the bubble cloud. 
the experiments the measurement was repeated three times for each location and the mean 
reported. 
An example of time averaged, ensemble averaged, void fraction data for a flow cross 
section in the impact region of the plunging wave jet is shown in Figure 5.5. The leading 
edge of the deflecting plate is located at (x, y) = (0, 0) and the upstream free surface is 
located at z = 0. Void fraction contours calculated from the data highlight the trends in 
void f raction. Because the free surface was unsteady, it was not possible to estimate void 
fractions at locations above z = - 1 em without the free surface dipping below the probe or 
the probe entraining air when near the free surface. In addition to these problems, there is 
typically a surface effect on the impedance for this type of void fraction instrumentation. 
Lamarre and Melville [26] reported that when the free surface was too close (about 2 em) 
to the measuring volume, the void fraction meas ured by their instrument was electrically 
biased by the free surface. In the present experiments , however, t he surface effect problem 
was less significant than the physical problems of air entrainment. 
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Figure 5.6 Local time averaged void fraction for three different flow 
cross sections as viewed from downstream beneath the breaking wave 
for the flow conditions specified in Figure 5.5. Ten equally spaced 
contour levels between a= 1% and a = 10% are shown, with a· = 1% 
on the outer edge of the bubble cloud. 
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Figure 5. 7 Loca l time averaged void fraction for t hree different fio·w 
cross sections as viewed from d ownstream b eneath the breaking wave, 
for () = 26° , ¢ = 0° , U = 2.39 m/s, d = 6 .47 em, and F = 3.00. 
Ten equally spaced contour levels between a- = 1% and a- = 10% a re 
shown, with a = 1% on the outer edge of the bubble cloud. 
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Figure 5 .8 Total volume of air entrained per unit length as a function of 
streamwise location ; (e ) for t he flow cross sections shown in Figure 5.6 
and (.A) for the flow cross sections shown in Figure 5.7. 
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show t he void fraction contours for sets of flow cross sections. On 
average, the sampling grids for the cross sections shown in these figures contained 20 loca-
t ions and the individual void fraction measurements are included in Appendix C . Figures 5.6 
and 5.7 confirm observations from t he high speed video. First, the bubble clouds are shown 
to be roughly circular in cross section and grow as they convect downstream. Second, the 
greater void fractions at the center of the cloud support the observation t hat t he bubbles 
are more tightly packed at the cloud center than at the edges. 
The void fract ion mappings also were used to calculate the total volume of air entrained 
at particular streamwise locations. The areas between pairs of consecutive void fraction 
contours, Ai+l - Ai, were calculated and multiplied by the void fraction in t hose regions. 
T he summation of these terms gave the total volume of air per unit lengt h , 1/~ir, where 
n 1 Y'~ir = 2.:::: 2(o.·i + ai+l)(Ai+l - A i ) 
i=l 
and n was t he number of void fract ion contours . Note that this calculation yields a con-
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servative estimate of the amount of air entrained, since the void fraction was greater than 
10% for some regions of the cloud and could not be measured. The results for the mappings 
shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.1 are included in Figure 5.8. 
The data clearly shows that the quantity of air contained in the bubble clouds increases 
with the distance downstream for both flow conditions; however , since the location of the 
impact line changes with flow conditions, Vair was very different for a given streamwise 
position, x. In Figure 5.8, the data points marked by circles were taken in a higher velocity 
flow and the location of the impact line was further downstream. Therefore, the volume 
of air entrained in this flow was much less even though the measurements were made at 
similar streamwise locations. It would be possible to shift these curves by plotting Vair as 
a function of the distance from the impact line origin, but the location of the impact line 
origin unfortunately was not recorded in these experiments. If void fraction mappings were 
produced for the entire length of the impact line, the void fraction could be expressed as 
a function of distance along the impact line and the total volume of air entrained by the 
wave could be calculated by integration of this function. 
5.2.2 Bubble cloud bubble size distributions 
The same IVFM signals were used to produce bubble size distributions for the bubbles 
which comprised the bubble clouds. The typical dimension of the individual bubbles was 
represented by a quantity called the bubble chord , l. Bubble chords were calculated by 
multiplying the individual spike base widths, b.T, from the IVFM signals by the mean 
flow velocity, or l = U b.T. Note that for very small bubbles this chord should be close to 
the bubble diameter since they will remain spherical. This calculation is similar to bubble 
chord calculations for a dual tip conductivity probe described by Chanson [ll]. Figure 5.9 
shows three separate measurements of the bubble chord distributions at the same location 
beneath the bow wave. The bin size was 2 mm, for example, the count rate for bubble 
chords between 10 and 12 mm is represented by the group of bars centered about 10 on the 
abscissa. These results demonstrate the repeatability of this measurement technique. 
Figures 5.10, 5.ll, and 5.12 include averaged size distributions for bubble clouds that 
passed through the cross section shown in Figure 5.7(b) for the same flow conditions. The 
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Figure 5.9 Bubble chord distributions from bubble clouds observed be-
neath the breaking wave at x = 75.9 em, y = 66.6 em, and :: = -1.0 
em. The bin size is 2 mm, and the flow conditions are the same as 
those listed in Figure 5. 7. 
bin size is 2 mm, and t he plunging wave jet impacts at y ::::::: 60 em. As ment ioned earlier, 
these distribution data were limited by the depth of water in the flume; distributions at 
depths greater t han z = -4 em were affected by t he bottom. For t his reason, the distribution 
data are confined to locations nearer to the free surface. These figures show that most bubble 
chords were 1 to 7 mm (consistent with high speed video observations of the size of t he 
individual bubbles) , and the number of bubbles in this size range increased from the edge 
to the center of the cloud and from t he bottom to the top of t he cloud. In addition, la rger 
pockets of a ir existed in the center of the cloud near the free s urface, giving rise to t he larger 
bubble chords registered at t hose locations. The larger pockets of air did not persist in the 
clouds; they were either broken up into smaller bubbles by the turbulent flow or rose to the 
free surface. The center of t he cloud , the region with greatest void fraction , was located 
directly beneath the impacting plunging wave jet. 
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Figure 5.10 Bubble chord distributions from bubble clouds observed 
beneath the breaking wave at x = 75.9 em and y = 66.6 em for 
different depths. 
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Figure 5.11 Bubble chord distributions from bubble clouds observed 
beneath the breaking \Vave at a: = 75.9 em and y = 63.5 ern for 
different depths. 
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Figure 5.12 Bubble chord distributions from bubble clouds observed 
beneath the breaking wave at x = 75.9 em and y = 60.5 em for 
different depths. 
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5.2.3 Frequency of bubble cloud encounters 
As described in section 5.1, the formation of the bubble clouds was observed to be spatially 
periodic. Since the clouds convect downstream with the mean flow velocity, they would pass 
a particular location at some rate or frequency. Initially, high speed video of the bubble 
clouds was used to estimate the frequency of cloud encounters with the IVFM probe which 
was located a few centimeters beneath the plunging wave jet. Each frame of the video was 
examined, and it was noted whether or not a bubble cloud was present at the probe tip. 
This method was somewhat subjective, i.e. , are a few bubbles near the probe tip considered 
a bubble cloud? Frequencies of cloud encounters for; videos of flow conditions similar to 
those in Figure 5.3 were between 7 and 14 Hz. 
A signal processing technique was implemented to extract the same information from 
the IVFM signals, namely the frequency of bubble cloud encounters with the void fraction 
probe. The technique was implemented as follows. First, it was assumed that two bubbles 
located 1 em or less apart belong to the same bubble cloud since the cloud cross sections 
were about 10 em in diameter. If the two bubbles a re separated by 1 em in the streamwise 
direction and they move at the mean flow velocity, U, then there would be a time delay 
of 0.01/U seconds between the two bubbles as they impacted the IVFM probe tip. The 
IVFM signal was processed using an algorithm which searched for successive spikes caused 
by individual bubble impacts occurring within this time delay. Figure 5.13 shows the result 
of this cloud detection algorithm for a typical IVFM signal. The lower graph shows the 
reciprocal of the time delay, or frequency of individual bubble impacts with the IVFM 
probe, as a function of time. To count the clouds, a particular individual bubble impact 
frequency was chosen as a threshold. Since the mean flow velocity was 2.39 m /s, a threshold 
of 200 s-1 implied that two bubbles belonging to the same cloud could have had a maximum 
separation distance of 1.2 em. This threshold is a lso shown in the lower graph , and a cloud 
was counted for each local maximum greater than 200. Note that this technique does not 
count bubble clouds for which only a single bubble impacted the probe tip; therefore, it 
gives a conservative estimate for the frequency of bubble cloud encounters. 
Figure 5.14 plots the frequency of bubble cloud encounters as a function of depth using 
three samples for each location. The signal processing technique is responsible for the 
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Figure 5.13 Detail of signal processing technique; top: raw IVFM sig-
nal , bottom: cloud detection algorithm output (frequency of individ-
ual bubble impacts) from the IVFM signal shown here. 
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Figure 5.14 Variation in the bubble cloud encounter frequency at loca-
tion x = 75.9 em andy = 60.5 em for t he flow conditions in Figure 5.3. 
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apparent decrease in the frequency of bubble cloud encounters with depth . Since the bottom 
edge of the bubble clouds was lower in void fraction , there was a. greater chance at larger 
depths that only a single bubble would impact the IVFM probe and t he algorithm would 
not count the cloud (especially because t he threshold remained constant for all locations). 
Figure 5.14 shows that the scatter in the data increases in regions of the flow with higher 
void fractions, but other·wise gives fairly repeatable results. These frequencies of bubble 
cloud encounters are similar to t hose mentioned earlier from the high speed video. \Vhen 
compared with t he frequency of impact by individual bubbles on t he IVFM probe, t he 
number of individ ua l bubble impacts per cloud was calculated to be between t hree and five 
for each depth. In summary, this signal processing technique works quite well as a. method 
of bubble cloud detection particularly for regions nearer the free surface where the number 
of bubble impacts with the IVFM is t he greatest . 
5.3 Cross-correlation of IVFM and wave gage signals 
Observations of t he air entrained by t he bow wave created in the la rger scale stationary 
model experiments and the roughness of the free s urface of the wave led to the hypothe-
sis that the periodicity of the bubble clouds was related to the periodicity of t he surface 
disturbances on the plunging face of the wave. Ideally, to test this hypothesis , a signal 
from the disturbances immediately before impact would be correlated with a signal which 
represented the formation of a bubble cloud; however, the wave gage voltage signals on 
the deflecting plate were correlated with the IVFM voltage signals instead . Recall from 
Table 4.3 that t he signa ls obtained using flush-mounted wave gages on t he deflecting plate 
appear to reflect the surface disturba nce characteristics meas ured using high speed video. 
Figure 5.15 shows a typical set of ravv signals from t he larger scale stationary model 
experiments sampled at 2 kHz. The location of wave gage 2 (wg2) was: x = 18.1 em and 
y = 8.45 em or 7' = 20.0 em, the location of wave gage 3 (wg3) was: x = 36.3 em and y = 
16.9 em or 7' = 40.0 em, a nd the IVFM probe was loca.ted a.t : x = 107 em, y = 52 em, a nd 
:.: = -2 .. 5 em. The t ime-averaged void fraction in this region was 7.92%. The fast Fourier 
transforms (FFTs) of t he signals are shown in F igure 5.16. Figure 5.17 plots the normalized 
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F igur e 5 .15 Raw voltage signals from the wave gages and the IVFM. 
The flow conditions were: e = 25° , cjJ = 0° , U = 2.56 m /s, d = 7.65 
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Figure 5.16 Normalized fast Fourier transforms of the fil tered and de-
trended signals shown in F igure 5.15. 
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Figure 5.17 Dominant frequencies in signals shown in Figure 5.15; (o) 
for IVF M , (6) for wg2 , and (D) for wg3. 
amplitude for five domina nt frequencies for each signal. 
F igure 5.18 shows the cross-correlations for t hese same signals, a nd F igure 5.18 shows t he 
same cross-correlat ions wit h a reduced abscissa! range. The first positive cross-correlation 
peak occurred at 0 .166 sec for wave gage 2 a nd the IVFM, a nd the fi rst positive cross-
correlation peak occurred at 0.055 sec for wave gage 3 and the IVFM. To understand 
t he reason for t hese cross-correlation peaks , a velocity was calculated using the straight 
line distance between a wave gage and the IVFM and dividing by t he time of the cross-
correlation peak. For example, wave gage 2 and the IVFM were 96 em apart and had a 
cross-correlation peak at 0.166 sec giving a velocity of 5.78 m js. At fi rst this velocity may 
seem alarmingly high; however, recall that the surface disturbances exist along the entire 
plunging face of the wave. T hese disturbances do not travel from the deflecting plate to the 
impact location, and ca.lcula.ting a. velocity in this direct ion is incorrect. 
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Instead, we examine the structure apparent in the correlations presented in Figure 5.18. 
Local maxima occur at regular intervals; for example, in the cross-correlation for wave gage 
3 and the IVFM there are 22 local maxima in the range 0-2 seconds. This indicates that 
the two signals have a common frequency component of 11 Hz which could be the frequency 
of the disturbances and bubble clouds. In conclusion , the cross-correlations show some 
positive indications of a relationship between the disturbances measured on the deflecting 
plate and the bubble clouds. 
5.4 Discussion of bubble cloud forn1ation 
Surface disturbances exist on the plunging face of the breaking wave because of a flow 
instability, and each surface disturbance observed on the plunging face of the bow wave 
appears similar to an individual plunging jet. It is possible for the surface disturbance 
amplitude to grow to the point where it breaks the jet into strings of droplets before impact. 
As discussed in section 4.7, this series of individual plunging wave jets convects downstream 
with the mean flow velocity and each plunging wave jet entrains air at the point where it 
impacts the free surface. Observations of the bubble clouds beneath the free surface show 
small bubble clouds formed at the first location where the plunging wave jet impacts the 
free surface. These clouds grow in size (observed in high speed video and measured by 
IVFM) and increase in void fraction (measured by IVFM) as they convect downstream in 
a direction which follows the impact line of the wave. 
On the basis of these observations, a mechanism for air entrainment is proposed and 
shown schematically in Figure 5.20. Each of the individual plunging wave jets entrains 
a.ir into its own bubble cloud. These jet-cloud pairs convect downstream with the mean 
flow velocity; therefore, the distance between successive surface disturbances determines 
the distance between bubble clouds. It follows that dividing the mean flow velocity by the 
spacing between the disturbances (or bubble clouds) would give the same frequency, about 
20 Hz for the present experiments. In addition, the void fraction increases with downstream 
distance since over a longer distance a. jet would have more time to entra.in air. Furthermore, 
the increase in cloud size with downstream distance could be explained either by diffusion 
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plunging jets 
Figure 5.20 Schematic diagram of the proposed air entrainment mech-
anism. A t ime series of plunging j ets and bubble clouds is depicted; 
(···)fort= 0, (--)fort= b.t , and(-) fort= 2b.t. 
or turbulent mixing of the bubbles in the flow , and/or by t he growth in wavelength and 
amplitude of the surface disturbances with downstream distance. 
It is very difficult to quantitatively correlate the s urface disturbances with t he bubble 
clouds, as demonstrated in the preceding section. Above the free surface, it is difficult 
to trace a surface disturbance to its exact im pact location because the impact location is 
usually obscured by splash , and sometimes the jet breaks up into a string of droplets before 
it impacts. Below the free surface, the single IVFM probe could not track t he movement 
of the bubble cloud . Multiple IVFM probes also would not be able to do t his, because the 
downstream probe would not be able determine if it had seen the same cloud which had 
convected downstream a different cloud which had just formed in that location. 
5.5 Two-phase flow n1odels 
As discussed in Chapter 1, more accurate models of the air entrainment process are needed 
to improve two-phase flow computations around surface ships. The air entrainment process 
enters into these problems in the form of a free surface boundary condition. For example, 
Carrica et al. [7] assumed t hat for an arbitrary area near t he bow, a mixture of water and 
air vvith a void fraction of 10% entered t he flow with a constant velocity directed vertically 
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downward . They further assumed the a. bubble size distribution measured by Cartmill and 
Su [8] for bubbles created by a plunging jet in salt water. 
It would be possible to use a. more precise a ir entrainment boundary condition in mod-
eling t he two-phase flow for the present experiments. T he location of the air entrainment 
would be along the impact line only, and t he impact line could be measured using t he free 
surface probes. Then, void fraction as a. function of the distance a long the impact line would 
be obtained from the IVFM data.. A constant bubble size distribut ion from an average of 
experimental meas urements would be used. Even t hough the size distributions were seen 
to vary with location in t he experimental measurements, most of the bubble chords were 
between 1 and 7 mm. The velocity of t hese bubbles entering the flow at t he free surface 
would be the same as t hat calculated for the plunging wave jet as described in section 4 .5. 
As the model evolved, t he periodicity observed in the bubble clouds also could be included. 
Further study of scaling effects would be required before using t hese results in full scale 
two-phase flow computations. In addit ion , not all of the experimental results could be used 
since t he fu ll scale flows occur in salt water. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
This study of air entrainment by bow waves was motivated by the need for ship signature 
estimation in the field of naval hydrodynamics. Although there are many studies related to 
air entrainment in the literature, they concern different types of waves or simple plunging 
jets and there are no records of void fraction measurements beneath breaking bow waves. 
Since the a ir entrainment process is closely coupled with breaking wave dynamics [26), this 
study included both air entrainment and free surface measurements which described the 
features of the wave. The main conclusions of this work and ideas for future research are 
presented in this chapter. 
6.1 Sumn1ary of thesis work 
6.1.1 Free surface 
Experimental measurements of the free surface were obtained from three-dimensional simu-
lated bow waves in st ationary model experiments at two scales and also from the bow wave 
created by a towed wedge model. The following major conclusions can be drawn regarding 
the free surface of the bow waves: 
• The co·ntact line of the bow wave is highly non-linear. 
Two different theoretical analyses of the contact line were performed and discussed in 
Chapter 3. The first approach was an extension of Ogilvie's [39] slender body theory 
in which there is a finite depth equal to the draft. This approach essentially linearized 
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in the y-direction, and it underestimated wave height by an order of magnitude. A 
second approach considering perturbations of pla na r potent ia.! flow around a. finite hull 
body was pursued instead , and it essentially linearized in the z-direction. It res ulted 
in a.n expression for the contact line which was a power series in F 2 ; therefore, the 
series required Froude number, F < 1 to converge. Since bow waves occur under 
supercritical flow conditions, this solution is inappropriate. Also note that any linear 
theory would fail to predict the plunging wave jet. Other researchers [9, 47] have used 
a. "2D+t'' , or two dimensions plus t ime, numerical approach fo r similar flows which 
may be suitable for the present problem. 
• Stationary model experiments with a depth equal to the draft produce bow waves similar 
to towed model experiments with finite draft and ·infinite depth for a given F . 
The contact line was measured using free s urface probes in t he smaller and larger scale 
stationa ry model experiments, a nd the bow wave profile was measured in t he towed 
model and larger scale stationary model experiments. These experimental results 
and experimental results from towed wedge tests by Ogilvie [39] were compared and 
showed that the two types of experiments can produce similar waves. 
• The experimental data describing the bow wave shape scales with U2 d112 m the z -
direction and with U2 d-1.5 in the r -direction. 
Furthermore, dimensional analysis expressed these relationships by F1.5d in the z-
direction, and F 7 13 R e- 113 d in the 1·-direction . As d iscussed in Cha pter 4, t his scaling 
does not agree with any theoretical scaling reported in the literature a nd it is not clear 
t hat the upstream Rey nolds number in t he second expression is physically meaningful. 
Scaling with geometric parameters such as bow half angle and dihedral angle were 
investigated using contact line data, and it was found that the wave is only weakly 
dependent on dihedral angle a nd depends on the bow half angle according to a non-
linear relationship. 
• Surface dist·urbances with crests oriented m the cross-stream direction exit on the 
plunging face of the bow wave. 
The disturbances were observed in the smaller a nd la rger scale st ationa ry model ex-
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periments and t he towed model experiments, and we would expect to observe them 
in full scale flows as well . T hey were recorded using high speed video and appear to 
be related to measurements from wave gages flush-mounted on t he deflecting pla te 
in the larger scale stationary model experiments. T hese techniques showed that the 
disturbances had wavelengths which ranged from 7 to 16 em , convected downstream 
with the flow velocity in t he direction of t he deflecting plate, and had a frequency 
of about 22 Hz. T he disturbances are likely gravity waves on the surface of the bow 
wave. These symmetric pert urbations grow as t he plunging jet stretches toward the 
free surface (impact line) and seem ult imately responsible for the breakup of the jet 
into strings of droplets before impact. 
6 .1.2 Air entrainment 
T he primary mechanisms for air entrainment in the present bow wave experiments were t he 
plunging wave jet and the entry of individual droplets from the splash region . Observations 
of the a ir ent rainment process were made in t he larger scale stationary model experiments 
using a high speed video camera with a synchronized strobe lamp. Due to the shallow 
depth in t he experiments, measurements of t he larger bubbles in only the initial s t ages of 
air entrainment were studied, though it is well known t hat smaller bubbles persist in ship 
wakes for large distances. An impedance based void fraction meter (IVFM) was developed 
specifically to measure void fraction a nd bubble size distributions beneath this wave. The 
following major conclusions can be drawn regarding air entrainment by the bow waves: 
• The ai1· is entrained in spatially periodic bubble clo,uds. 
In the larger scale experiments, the bubble clouds were 5 to 10 em in diameter. The 
IVFM signals were processed using a cloud detection algorithm to find t he rate of 
bubble cloud encounters . For depths between 1 and 3 em beneath t he free surface, 
the bubble cloud rates varied from 5 to 20 Hz. To our knowledge, these were the first 
observations and measurements of this periodic flow structure. 
• In the larger scale stationary model experiments, the bubble cloud void fraction could 
exceed 10% in the center of the clo·ud, and the bubble chords for the bubbles comprising 
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the clouds were between 1 and 7 mm. 
To our knowledge, t hese a re the first experimental measurements which quantify the 
amount of air entra ined by a bow wave. Void fraction mappings for different flow 
cross sections beneath the wave were produced , and the bubble chord distributions 
also were calculated for t hese locations. 
• For a given flo w condition , the void fract ion increases with the distance traveled along 
the impact line in the downstream direction. 
The void fraction mappings were used t o estimate the quantity of air entrained at 
different streamwise locations. If a la rger number flow cross sections were measured , 
the total a mount of air entrained by t he wave could be calculated. 
• The freq'Uency of the surface d·isturbances contTOls the frequency of the bubble clouds. 
Further investigation of t his hy pothesis is necessary; however , a. frequency of 11 Hz 
in t he cross-correlations of the IVFM and wave gage signals indicated that it could 
be true. It appears that t he surface disturbances divide the plunging liquid jet sheet 
into a series of individual plunging wave jets, a nd each jet entrains air into its own 
bubble cloud beneath the free surface. 
6.2 Future work 
This study is the first attempt to measure directly the quantity of air entrained by breaking 
bow waves and the main results are summarized in t he preceding paragraphs. Many areas 
for improvement remain as well as other areas which could be interesting to explore. A few 
ideas are listed below: 
• Exploration of "2D+t" numerical approach for bow flows a round a wedge. 
• More detailed investigation of scaling with geometric parameters. 
• Development of an improved method of correlating the surface disturbances with the 
rate of bubble cloud formation . 
• Development of dual-tipped conductivity probe or feature tracking software for bubble 
velocity measurements. 
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• Towed model or larger depth stationary model air entrainment experiments to inves-
tigate smaller bubble distributions and the bubble population dynamics. 
In summa ry, bow flows are of continuing importance in t he field of naval hydrodynamics 
and are quite complex. The need for experimental results in developing models for air 
entrainment by these waves and the associated bubble population dynamics is critical for 
advancing the understanding of these flows. 
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Appendix A 
Electrical schematics 
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Appendix B 
Force measurements 
For the towed model tests , the forces acting on the () = 26° wedge were measured using 
two force cells which coupled it to the towing carriage. Data from the force cells was sampled 
at 200 Hz, and later low-pass filtered using a fourth order Butterworth filter with a 100 
Hz cutoff frequency. Typical traces are shown in Figure B.l. Both the drag and the side 
force oscillate around some mean value. T he average force was negative for the side force, 
indicating that the wedge was towed a. few degrees toward port from its centerline. The 
data was detrended and FFT algorithms were used to examine the frequency content. The 
results corresponding to the signals in Figure B.1 are shown in Figure B.2. Both of t he 
spectra. have three sets of peaks. The largest peaks occur at 7 Hz for drag force and 10 Hz 
for side force , and are likely due to the mounting configuration of the wedge. The second 
largest peak in both spectra occurs at 3 Hz, the natural frequency of the carriage. A third 
peak occurs at 30 Hz, clearly a liased 60 Hz electrical line noise. 
The mean value of the drag a nd side force was calculated fo r each run. Using 
(B.1) 
where Ap is the projected area, the drag coefficients for the () = 26° wedge were calculated . 
F igure B.3 shows how t hese drag coefficients decreased with Froude number, F . 
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Appendix C 
Void fraction measurements 
The following figures contain t ime averaged, ensemble averaged , void fraction data for flow 
cross sections in the impact region of the plunging wave jet. Please refer to C hapter 5 for 
a more detailed description of the data. 
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F igure C.l Local time averaged void fraction cross section for x = 73.4 
em as viewed from downstream beneath the breaking wave; e = 26°, 
¢ = 0° , U = 2.48 m/s, d = 7.89 em , and F = 2.82. 
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Figure C .2 Local time averaged void fraction cross section for x = 81.0 
em as viewed from downstream beneath the breaking wave; () = 26° , 
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Figure C .6 Local t ime averaged void fraction cross section for x = 84.2 
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